
I mouths off about George, 
Ringo, Yoko, 
drugs. critics, 
Whigs and his 
long struggle 
with Lennon's 
ghost. 

Is Genesis 
Really Trying? 
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drum program nq 

"Whether or not you're a drummer, a 
drum machine should play like an 
instrument, not a machine. These 
pads respond dynamically in smooth 
and realistic increments. Until nou; 
I haven't seen a machine with these 
features in this price range." 

Jimmy Bralowen 
Studio Drummer! • • rammer 

(Steve Winwood, Billy Joel, C Lauper) 

Start with a great set of PCM digital 
sampled sounds, developed with lead-
ing players, producers and engineers. 
Then assign them to 14 long-throw 
pads that respond to your touch. Pro-
gram dynamics, tuning and decay for 
every drum on every beat, or edit them 
with the data slider in real or step time. 

Set cymbal, drum or percussion 
sounds to retrigger with each hit or to 

averring and decay naturally. Then 
bring those sounds to life. The DDD-1 
is designed with powerful, responsive, 
easy controls that let you cut through 
mechanical programming to build 
massive beats or supple grooves 
— spontaneously, while your ideas 
are fresh. 

For building blocks, use any sound 
you can think of Korg's growing li-
brary of "credit card" ROMs covers any 
musical situation, every musical at-
titude with a full range of acoustic 
and electronic drumsets and percus-
sion instruments, many sampled with 
state-of-the-art effects. The DDD-1's 
internal memory and four ROM card 
slots hold up to 48 sounds, each one 
assignable to any pad. The optional 
3.2 second sampling card lets you add 
your own sounds. 

Program and play the DDD-1 from 
MIDI keyboards or drum electronics, 
or use the assignable audio trigger in-
put. Store program memory (includ-
ing 100 patterns and 10 songs of up 
to 9999 measures) on tape, on RAM 
cards or via MIDI System Exclusive to 
Korg's disk-based SQD-1 sequencer. 
On playback, assign any sound to 
stereo outs with seven step sweepable 
panning, or to one of the six assign-
able programmable multi outs. 

Put your hands on the new DDD-1 
Digital Dynamic Drums at your au-
thorized Korg Sampling Products 
dealer. And discover how you can make 
drum programming a performing art. 

MILE 
® Sampling 

Products 
Division 

SAMPLING IS ONLY THE BEGINNING 

For a free catalogof Korg products, si•nd your game and address. *slim For postage and handling. to: Korg USA. 89 Frost St., Westbury. NY 1159C Korg LISA 19,t, 



SUPER JX 

BEYOND IMAGINATION 

truly revolutionary concept is (Wee to imagine without 
first-hand experience. It was probably kike that Me first time 
you experienced Me creative posslities ot a synthesizer. But 
once you experienced it, Me creative doors it opened eanged 

your music forever. It's like that wiM the Super 3X—a 
revolutione instrument that drartlaticalbi expands Me 
synthesizer's scope of exeession to offer unlimited creative 
possibilities to satisfy e demands of even the most exacting 
professional. The Super 3X starts with tile eenise that two 
sounds are better than one, and that's the way each sound is 
created, by combining two different patches from two internal 

synthesizers under a single keyboard's control. And what 
control—combMe percusve ear " digital" sounds with deep 
broad " analog'. sounds, Men use the Super „DO unique playing 
modes to play the same combination of patches n numerous 
expreseie ways tor an incredible vane,' cgi tonal textures. But it 
doesn't stop thee. The Super 3X combines this sophisticated 
synthesizer circuitry with extensive programmable functions, 
flexible outputs, full MIDI implementation, a dynamic 76 note 
keyboard with attertouch that makes it an excellent MIDI controller, 
and enough other features to allow you to explore new dimensions 
not only n synthesis be also in playing technique and sound 
placement. Expand your imagination. and your creative possibilities, 
with a first-hand experience ot Me incredible Super 3X—the friendliest 
and most advanced performance-oriented synthesize the world has 
ever seen. golandCorp1.1S, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 

90040 (2-13) Roland ' 

c 1986 Roland Corpcgabon US 
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At last, a wireless 
guitar system actually 
designed for guitars! 

Up until now, so-called wireless 
guitar systems have been nothing more than 
warmed-over wireless microphone systems. 

The new Telex =MR-50G has taken years to develop, but it's been worth the long 
wait. From the very beginning it was designed as a VHF FM wireless system to 
be used with electric guitar pick-ups. The audio characteristics of the transmitter 
and receiver have been carefully tailored to produce a " transparent" system. One 
with virtually nc RF System coloration to spoil your music. It's as if there was an 
invisible cord stretched between your guitar and the amp. You can't hear a dif-
ference between this and the wired system you're using now! 

Cut the cord 
and go 
wireless 
today! 

Isn't it time you 
experienced the creative 
freedom that comes with a 
true wireless guitar? For more 
information on this and other 
Telex wireless systems, see 
your favorite electronic music 
store or pro sound dealer. 
For information on a dealer 
near you, call or write today. 
Telex Communications, Inc.. 
9600 Aldrich Avenue So., 
Minneapolis, MN 
(612) 887-5550 TELEX® 
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AN 
STOP ON 
THE CURRENT 
BOB DYLAN TOOL.. 

UNSCHEMILED 

The "True Confessions" tour is 
one of this years most spectacular 
live events! Bob Dylan in concert, 
backed by Tom Petty and the Heart-
breakers...roaring ccross Amerce 
and the world...breaKing attend-
ance records ard being showered 
with critical acclaim every stop 
of the way! 
Now it lanas in your home as the 

first and only Bob Dylan concert 
ever to be made available on heme 
video! In the words of Rolling Stone 
magazine, "playing M front al c live-
wire rock & rcll band has always 
brought out the best in Dylan—and 
his presence has inspired the Heart-
breakers to play their best.. witness 
history in the making." 

Available in state-of-the-art 
digital audic on VHS Hi-Fi and Beta 
Hi-Fi videocassettes and laser 
videodiscs. 

YOUR 
PLACE. 
$29.98 Suggested retail 

POO 
mip1Mil•-•111.1• 

  =1_ 
-4"--

VIDEO 
MUSIC 

,c 1986. MS. Inc 

c 1986 CBS FCX Conoany A rents reserved F seep' at Canada CBS" 
ailtanernark oi CBS Inc used uriditkidense.ln Canada CBS" a a 

trademark.' CBS illecdrds Canada Ltd used andet dense FOX 
trademark.' Twentieth Century- Fug" F Corporation used under kense 
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American Gothic: "So they loaded op the truck and they moved to Beverly." 

PETER 
CASE 

BY STEVE HOCHMAN 

VICTORIA WILLIAMS 
AND HER HUSBAND 
GET SIMPLE AGAIN 

R
ecently Peter Case took his 
wife, Victoria Williams, for her 
first visit to his home town of 
Hamburg, New York, a com-

munity of about 7,000 near Buffala Ever 
since he left for San Francisco in 1972 at 
age seventeen with no more goal than 
wanting to be a musician, trips home 
have been unpleasant experiences. This 
time, though, Case discovered that— 
surprise—he liked the place. 

"This is the first time I felt comfor-
table there," he says. "I think I always 
felt a little threatened by it. I just didn't 
have that any more. Part of it may be 
going back with Victoria—not proud, but 
feeling good about where you're from. 

I've been hard on my parents and that 
place, but it's really soulful. I want to live 
there." Case laughs at those last words, 
as though surprised to hear them come 
from his mouth. 

Lately Peter Case has been finding a 
lot of soulful places in his life. Just a few 
years ago, though, when he was leading 
Los Angeles' critically-acclaimed (bnit 
commercially-ignored) Plimsouls, he 
often seemed angry and restless. His 
raw, powerful voice and edgy, electric 
guitar-driven rock songs were always 
sharp as Ginzus, but even the hest 
examples (notably "A Million Miles 
Away," which brilliantly updated—and 
soared beyond—"Eight Wiles High"), 
were undercut by an aura of emotional 
turmoil. 
Now, three years after breaking up 

the Plimsouls and retreating from the 
rock wars, Case, thirty-two, is a 
changed man. You'd hardly know he was 
once a grungy San Francisco street 
musician ("I was one of those gtys you 
see walking down the street with long 
hair and a guitar around his neck and 
everybody crosses the street when he 
goes down") and then a member of a 
L.A. punk-era band called the Nerves 
("There was real nihilism with that"). 

Sitting on the living-room couch of his 
and Williams' rented barn-like house in 
the Laurel Canyon of L.A., he seems 
rooted, confident and comfortable with 
himself. Having taken the last three 
years off to rediscover the basic values 
of his music, playing acoustic shows in 
local clubs and traveling across the coun-
try a couple of times, he's returned to 
the pop world, bearing an excellent 
debut solo album and freed of the bur-
dens that had dogged him for years. 

It's not like everything in his life has 
changed, though. "We're broke as the 
Ten Commandments right now," muses 
Williams, sitting at the kitchen counter. 
Even with both Case and Williams sport-
ing new record contracts (she is cur-
rently working on her debut for Geffen), 
it's not like they expect to experience a 
sudden surge of upward mobâity. 
That sort of Mcus on success caused 

Case to retreat in the first place. "When 
I was with the Plimsouls, every time we 
made a record there'd be a bunch of 
people going 'This is going to be it! This 
is the biggest thing since sliced bread," 
Case says. " I think people in the 
L.A. scene wanted another band to 
go out and do it. We never did it. It got 
really painful, really harmful to the 
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SERIOUS HIM WORK: LEM DIVIII0 
¡UWE POWER ION MUM 
When on stage touring with Billy 

Joel or in the studio working 
with Phil Ramone, ¡Vs always 

serious work and serious business. 
My drums are lama and my hard-
ware system is lama's Power Tower 
Drum Rack. 

To have a system of clamps 
and tubing that can be quickly 
assembled to satisfy my personal 
playing needs is the drummer's 
dream coma true. But the real 
bottom line— "lama's Power Tower 

Racks stay put". 
Once everything 
is set into posi-
tion, your effort 
never has to be 
duplicated. In 
other words, no 

a„, (;.IGE sweat set-ups 
and no back busting breakdowns. 

The sound of Tama Drums? Check 
out Billy Joel's new album, The 
Bridge" on CBS Records. That's my 
sound— Tama. So when the time 

comes to get serious about 
your drumming, look to the 
company that is serious 
about arums—Tama. 

For a full zolor zotalog senc $2100 to TAMA. Dept 
M08.• PO Box 885 Bensalem, PA 19020 • 3221 
Produce' Way. Pomona CA 91748-3916 • > 0 Box 
2009; Idaho Faits 083404 • In Conada 6969 Trans 
Canocto Highway Suite 105. St Laurent. Quebec. 
Canada .1411V8 



Components and accessories are easy to 
add to give the stand your brand. 

Good news, pardner. Here's all thE 
quality you expect from Ultimate Support 
Systems, but ata price that won't ambush _ _...., 

-,.. 

, 

. va 

' 

, your budget. It's our newA9ache Keyboard Stand— with even more features than 
our old stands— at a significantly 
reduced price. 

APACHE,HAS ALL THE ANGLES 

The Lo( Word in &spoon . 

Su 

Because of the Apache's lightweight 
tubtilar design, you get more. Infinitely 
more adjustments... in both height and 
tilt. Lots more versatility... you con add 
tiers and countless accessories. And 
Ultimate portability... to make it easy to 
take apart and put away when you need 
to get out of town before sundown. 

The Apache from Ultimate Support. 
A brave new standard in lue. 

ULF111 IMAII 
Ultimate pposi Systems. toc. P6 Sox 470, PPCRÍ 
Fort Collins. Colorado 80522-4700, 303-493-4488 SrEMS 

, . heed. Apache Sturm (AP-12M ISIftl 1 Unimrsql itoport Ban ea-220, Also meable. the Comanche. lb, kale warnor the stands tall m a showdown 

Fully adjustable support bars 
slide anywhere . fast and smooth 0 > 

like a gunslinger's draw 

Cçe I 

1 
nit „, 

a...,  loll Pivot fittings adjust toany angle even it 
your oack is against the wall 

Aluminum alloy tubing a 
reinforced polycarbon 

make the Apache light 
to pack in your saddlebag. 
rugged enough to survive the ride. 

z 



DAMAGED 
HANDS 
BY SCOTT ISLER 

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN'S 
AND U2'S DRUMMERS 

FACE THE MUSIC 
ABOUT WORK HAZARDS 

M
ax Weinberg knew he was in 
trouble the day after he re-
corded "Born In The U.S. A. " 
"I woke up and my hand 

hurt," Bruce Springsteen's drummer re-
calls. "I'd really played hard that night." 
Hand problems were nothing new to 

Weinberg. "My hands always hurt after 
we played in the early years, but I never 
thought about it." Around 1982, though, 
he started having "intense" difficulties. 
After a concert he'd have pain in the back 
of his thumb "from playing eighth-notes 
for four hours. I would get injury from 
concussion from my left hand, and repe-
tition with my right hand. 

"I always figured I was such a wild 
maniac playing drums, I played so hard, 
that hurting never bothered me that 
much. Until I woke up and couldn't move 
my hand. I pushed as hard as I could and 
I couldn't open up my fingers." 
You don't have to be a musician—let 

alone the drummer in America's most 
popular rock group—to have nightmares 
about physical incapacity. But Wein-
berg's position in the E Street Band im-
posed some unique responsibilities: 
pounding the skins up to four hours a 
night, over two hundred nights a year. 
"I've always felt a real duty to go out 
there and not just play the show but play 
like it's the last show," Weinberg says. 
"That's probably why I hurt myself. 
"The first thing I did was find an alter-

native way of playing, develop three or 
four different grips. That's just a short-
term remedy. Eventually you start 
wearing down other things." Weinberg 
also turned to his gym trainer for advice, 
and consulted doctors. "One guy said it 
was my diet, one guy said it was my 
nerves. I didn't know what to think. One 
guy said to find a new careen " 
Then Weinberg called the billiard 

School, which recommended he get in 
touch with Dr. Richard Eaton, co-chief of 
hand surgery at St. Luke's-Roosevelt 
Hospital Center in New York; the hospi-

Mullen and Max: Are they losing their grip? 

tal's Miller Institute for Performing Art-
ists is unique in its focus on performing-
arts medicine. "He came in," Eaton 
says, "with what is a fairly common diag-
nosis, in hand-surgical practice, of trig-
ger finger. The only thing that was un-
usual was the way he had achieved it. " 

Trigger finger, for you non-medical 
students, is a form of tendoriitis—an in-
flammatory swelling of tendon due to re-
peated injury (or "trauma," as they say 
in the trade). A drummer's hands are 
constantly gripping and hitting some-
thing," Eaton explains, "and the shock is 
being transmitted up the stick ta the 
hand of the holden Those sticks vibrate; 
they're bouncing many times a minute 
times the number of minutes you're play-
ing. It's an astronomical number." When 
the tendon (the connection between 
muscle and a joint) swells, friction pre-
vents it from gliding back and forth. In 
the case of trigger finger, this means one 
or more digits locked in place. 
U2 may not play as long in concert as 

the E Street Band, but the Irish group 
has many other traits in common: uplift-
ing songs, a charismatic lead singer— 
and a damaged drummer. Larry Mullen's 
thumb became sore during U2's 1985 

U.S. tour. At a soundcheck in San Fran-
cisco's Cow Palace, Mullen says, "I put 
my hand in a bandage. I picked up a 
drumstick and my hand wouldn't close on 
it. I freaked out. It was five o'clock. " The 
band's production manager contacted a 
hospital, and Mullen received a painful 
cortisone injection in his hand. At least 
he could then play that night. 

Weinberg also took cortisone for his 
hand—with rest, the conservative treat-
ment for trigger finger, according to 
Eaton. It didn't work. "I had tan shots 
right into my tendons," Weinberg says. 
"Cortisone eventually will break down 
the tissue, and it screws up the body's 
defense system. Aspirin is better. I was 
taking up to thirty, forty aspirins a day at 
one point." 

Eaton wasn't too big on cortisone 
treatment either: "It's a pretty strong 
hormone and you don't like to use it ex-
cessively." But by then Weinberg was on 
tour with Springsteen. "His career was 
on the line," Eaton explains, "so you 
kinda bend the rules a little bit." 

After three weeks on the road, Wein-
berg's left ring finger was completely in-
operative. "For fifteen months it just 
gave me nothing but aggravation. It was 
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IN 'THE PAST 
WE HAD A BIG ADVANTAGE 
OVER THE COMPETITION. 

Now WE'VE GOT A SMALL ONE. 
Until UREI's 813 Time Align® Monitor entered the studio, speaker systems 

had become a "smear" on the industry_ A time smear:' in which high and low 
frequencies subtly assaulted the ear because they arrived out of sync. The 
results were general listener fatigue arid unrealistic sound, particularly on lead 
instruments and vocals. 

The UREI 813 solved the"time smear" problem with Time AlignmentTm, unify-
ing sound into a single point source.This dramatic breakthrough, along with other 
major technical advances, soon established the 813 as the imdustry standard. 

Now UREI introduces less of a good thing: the 809 Time Aln® Studio Moni-
tor. The 809 delivers all the engineering depth of its big brother, but at a compact 
size and price that's ideal for small control rooms and near-held applications. 

URE1's 809 features a remarkable,_ all-new 300mm (12") coaxial driver that 
achieves a true one-point sound source. superior stereo imaging, and tight bass. 
It incorporates a unique titanium diaphragm compression driver that unleashes 
unequalled high frequency response. 

The 809 has exceptional power handling capabilities, high sound sensitivity 
and low distortion. It accomplishes precise acoustic impedance matching and 
smooth out-of-band response with UREI's patented high-frequency horn with 
diffraction buffer. And its ferrite magnet structures assure the system's high sensi-
tivity drivers will not degrade with time and use. 

LIRE! s Model 809 Time Align® Studio Monitor Smaller package. Smaller 
price. Same impeccable "813" sound quality See how it fits into your studio 
today. 

8500 Balboa Boulevard 
lBL Professional [Li] 

Northridge. CA 9132v   

Time Align* is a trademark of E.M. Long Associates. Oakland. CA. 



Now you can afford 
to hear your tune on FM. 

Introducing the Yamaha DX21 FM 
Digital Programable Synthesizer. It 
brings you the rich, expressive astound-
ingly accurate sound of FM. Without the 
heavy-duty price tag. 

The DX21 gives you two FM tone 
generators. So any two of its realistic 
voices can be combined and played simul-
taneously. Or split. Or even layered. 

And you'll have 128 pre-programed 
voices to start with. We say "start with" 
because the DX21 gives you a 32-voice 
RAM memory that acts as a voice work-
shop. You can combine any of the pre-
programmed voices with your own original 
voices (saved and loaded via MIDI or 
cassette interface). Letting you create 
just the right sound with just the right 
feeling and nuance. 

There's also an on-board function 
memory that lets you store play modes, 
keyboard split assignments, key shifts, 
pitch bends and detunes. While a built-in 
performance memory lets you call up 
voice combinations along with the per-
formance parameters set for them. 

And as if these musicals tools weren't 
enough, the DX21 also gives you a true 
2-channel stereo chorus effect. And com-
plete MIDI-compatibility. So while the 
DX21 is an ideal first step into FM syn-
thesizers, it can be your last for some time 
to come. Just add MIDI drum machines, 
sequencers, music computers, expanders 
and, of course, other Yamaha DX Series 
synthesizers when your musical ideas 
demand them. 

For now, let your ears demand the 
best. Audition the DX21 at your Yamaha 
Digital Musical Instrument dealer now. 
Because the only thing better than hear-
ing your tune on FM is being able to afford 
the instrument it's played on.. 

For complete information, write: 
Yamaha International Corporation, Digital 
Musical Instrument Division, P.O. Box 
6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. In Canada, 
Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner 
Ave., Scarborough, Ont. M1S 3R1. 

°YAMAHA 



Unseen" do recall Gershwin—"or the 
blues. All the music you've ever heard in 
your life is somewhere in your head. I 
don't reject that, I use it." 

Growing up in Virginia, Pullen was in-
spired to play by watching his cousin, 
Clyde Wright, gig with Dinah Wash-
ington. College in North Carolina found 
him picking up pocket money in "R&B 
slanted" dance bands. As the 50s turned 
into the 60s, meetings with Chicago 
players like Muhal Richard Abrams 
suggested that conceptual restrictions 
were enemies of creativity. By the time 
he showed up in New York and started 
playing with underground hero Giuseppe 
Logan, his style had begun to congeal. 

"Music reflects the times and is also 

political," muses Pullen. "When I 
teamed up with Giuseppe the air seemed 
charged, it was time for a change in the 
music. [Stylistically] I was struggling to 
keep up with him and not very sure of 
myself, but the joy of playing was there; 
the excitement of knowing you're on the 
trail to something wonderful, and the 
feeling that if you could just get a bit 
more out of the instrument you'd really 
be hittin'." 

Since that time Pullen has addressed 
that challenge in—with?--a variety of 
forums. He was at the fulcrum for many 
of the 70s' most invigorating sessions, 
establishing liaisons with Sam Rivers, 
Joseph Jarman and Don Moye, Hamiet 
Bluiett and Beaver Harris. Then there's 

FUN 
LIGHT TOP, ME -r),IVI BASS SETS GAUGES. 030 050 070 090 

Mark King, Britain's premier funk bass player, uses and 
recommends the Superwbund 606F Funkmaster Set, 
which is specially designed to meet the needs of his 

style of playing 
'These gauges allow the maximum playability. 

• The_piano winding adds a 
brightness and depth." 

Mark King 

es1 

Great Strings for Great P 

DISTRIBUTORS INCLUDE:-

A 1.M.. Gateway Towers, Suite 6B, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222 (412) 765 3232 

Muslcorp., P 0 Box 31053, Charleston, South Carolina 29407 (803) 763 9083 
J M Sahlein•Muslc Co. Inc , P 0 Box 2985.454 South Airport Boulevard. South San Francisco 

California 94080 (415) 873 3440 

Pullen as a solo artist, and his latest en-
semble, a quintet which boasts a front 
line of trumpeter Olu Dan and altoist 
Donald Harrison, and a rhythm section of 
Bobby Battle on drums and Fred Hop-
kins on bass. "What I play with George 
Adams is different from what happens 
with the Quintet," he observes. "Fred's 
worked with me, Bobby's been with me 
since the organ days in Queens, and they 
make me play different. Different roles 
for different groups: Hopefully, I'll al-
ways have that option." 

But the trademark cascade swipes of 
Pullen's right hand were first made man-
ifest during his stay with Logan. You 
know those jarring two-note chords that 
Monk could resonate your whole body 
with? Pullen's followed Monk's lead but 
upped the ante to include knotty, full-
fisted clusters, propelled by pancaked 
palms and jackhammer diets. At times 
he's like a street con playing a shell 
game, switching cupped hands at blind-
ing speed, daring you to pick the one 
where the blues is hidden. As he fuels 
these dissonances with unyielding 
energy his logic and articulation of such a 
seemingly random gaggle is surprising. 

"That just sort of happened," Pullen 
admits. "I remember thinking that it was 
the only method by which I could play 
what I was hearing. I've learned to be-
come more accurate with it, shift ton-
alities, play the right notes. I liked the 
way horn players sang on their instru-
ments and bent their notes. I wanted to 
do it on the piano." 
No doubt this aggressive versatility 

helped launch Pullen into that tornado of 
a band headed by Charles Mingus in the 
mid-70s (which also included Adams and 
Dannie Richmond). The marriage of 
musical "in" and "out" suited few bands 
like it did Charles'; but when Pullen 
joined the group was in a lull. 

"Mingus was on some kind of medica-
tion," he recalls, "and it had made him a 
dummy. He'd get on one note and just 
stay there. Everybody else was saying, 
'C'mon, let's play.' Hamiet Bluiett would 
point his horn right at Mingus and blow 
him away, and then we'd all start to blow. 
Finally Mingus said, 'Well, y'all ain't 
gonna leave me out of this, it's my 
band!', and he started to come to life 
again; you could see his spirits lift." 
One of the lessons Pullen picked up 

from the bassist/composer was how far 
a strong melody could be taken, which if 
anything has become Pullen's calling 
card as a composer. Those who had 
pigeonholed him as a free player had 
those preconceptions handed to them on 
a plate. Hidden in Pullen's melodies were 
trap doors which opened to give an im-
proviser three or four angles to investi-
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«Excellence by Deshp 

The CHARVEL GM1-6 Guitar-to-Midi Converter s truly on the edge 
cf techrology ... allowing the player to control up to eight 
synthesizers or samplers individually ... furthermore, the player 
wilt find the GTM-6 extremely "user friendly," s.nce it does not 
require special playing techniques. 

Tne CHARVEL GAM-6 boasts of the asfest trigger time avalloble 
toca y, plus a tuning window of ± 25 cents :as compared to 
other otch converters at ± 2 cents Furthermore. the signall ham 
the guitar is simply transmitted down a standarc stereo patch 
cord 

lhe DHARVEL GM-6 is ideal y suited to the performing o list The 
triple foot pedal urit controls he sequencer, hold and cltiaim 
tuno ions, making r possible to pre-progrcm all performanc:e 
octches into as many as three preset chains with more than 7500 
D resets. 

In oadition, the detachable remote contro unit can be 
-nounted on a mic stand to give you full remote control over all 
of the GM-6's pelormance functions. 

he 1)00-note sequencer is designed for cpick and easy live 
opplicction. Us'e 1 to " record-a repeating chord progression 
ord then step on the pedal to have it play bacK tie chcrd 
progression wnile you are free to solo on top of it. The GAM-6 
erables the p aye, the ability' to create special effects that were 
never before available to he guitar player! 
Or Lse the GTM-Ë's hold function to sustain J single chord 

(irfinitely, if you like) wnile soloing on top of it. When MID1'd to 
three cr more syrthesizers at once, the guita • sequencer and hold 
functiors are all individual y channel assignable. As an example, 
one synthesizer con be used for a chord hold pattern, a lother 
syntn for playing sequence p.ogress cris vvh le a -hird synth can 
be used for salc lead lines. That's MIDI mind Dogaling!!! 

If-te CHARVEL GTM-6 provides three separate pitch bend 
modes. Use the bend mode to follow evem the slightest 
conventional pitch bend. f. se the trigger pitch bend mode to 
activate adjacent semitones to get the effect of running your 
fingers Jp or down a piano keyboard Or use the quantze pitch 
bend mode to get the same '-up and down the keyboa -d' sound, 
coolly vehout the re-triggering of each new semitone. 
The GTM-6's transposition mode will chcnae the pitch of tne 

guita • string ( indir/idually) three octaves up or down. A buitt-in 
tuner makes it easy to keep your guitar ir tune! 
Ask your local Char/el decler for a demonstration or send 

$S.00tor a cassette tape of Grover Jackson thoroughly 
explainin th octwu to• r of a Cha el GTM-ó. • 

THE OHARVEL GUITAR COMPANY 

X 2344 FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76113-2344 PHONE: ( 8'7) 336-5114 
TELEX: 163203 IMOTX U7 FAX: : 817) 870-1271 
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A BANAINARAM 
Assertiveness 
Training Pays Off 

e're not a normal rock 
band, " says Banana-
rama's Keren Wood-

ward—and that's true any 
way you look at this synth-
friendly update of the girl-
group sound. The British 
vocal trio captured America 
in 1984 with the enthralling 
"Cruel Summer," yet ne-
glected the traditional follow-
up of heavy touring and pro-
motion. When they finally 
returned to the chart fray re-
cently, the unlikely vehicle 
was a manic remake of Shock-
ing Blue's bubblegum classic 
"Venus." Haw come? 

"We'd already recorded a 
whole album, but still needed 
a really commercial single," 
Woodward explains. "We 

knew 'Venus' would work be-
cause we'd been singing it for 
four years. Then our produc-
ers refused to cut it." Indeed, 
having completed fifteen 
tracks for the True Confes-
sions LP, Tony Swain and 
Steve Jolley balked at the 
prospect of further studio 
work. Undaunted, Banana-
rama summoned the more 
compliant Stock, Aitken and 
Waterman (of Dead or Alive 
fame) and "Venus" headed 
for the charts again. 
The determined 1986-

model Bananarama is a far 
cry frcnn the shy version first 
heard on vinyl five years ago. 
"There was no career plan, " 
Siobhan Fahey recalls. "We 
didn't know if we were good, 

bad or indifferent." Attribut-
ing the lull in U.S. activity to 
disorganization rather than a 
casual attitude, Bananarama 
is preparing to do the conven-
tional and hit the road with a 
band for the first time. (Previ-
ous public exposure has been 
limited primarily to TV lip - 
synching and singing to back - 
ing tracks in European dis-
cos.) This shift into high gear 
doesn't faze the once-timid 
threesome in the slightest. 
"It's all a matter of confi-
dence," Woodward says. "We 
used to be so embarrassed 
about the way we sang. But 
once you realize people enjoy 
what you're doing, it's a lot 
easier to be enthusiastic." 

— Jon Young 

All Zat Jazz 
Leave it to the French to 

deliver a potent cinematic 
antidote to Hollywood's sup-
erficial dabbling in jazz. In 
Bertrand Tavernier's film 
Round Midnight tenor sax 
hero Dexter Gordon gives 
a remarkable performance— 
and not just behind a reed. 
Gordon acts the central role 
of a brilliant but self-destruc-
tive musician who plays Paris 
and is befriended by a pass-
ionate fan. 
Round Midnight's look at 

the jazz world is as uncom-
promising as its music. All 
the onscreen playing is live, 
drawing on Herbie Hancock 
(who also composed, ar-
ranged and conducted the 
incidental music), Bobby 
Hutcherson, John 
McLaughlin, Ron Carter, 
Freddie Hubbard, Wayne 
Shorter, Tony Williams and 
others. See it while you can. 

Reagan Nixes 
Tape Tax 
The Reagan administration 

has spoken, and it's not in 
favor of a tax on home audio 
tape recorders. On August 4 
the Patent and Trademark 
Office of the Commerce De-
partment testified in the Sen-
ate against the Home Audio 
Recording Act. The bill would 
levy a five percent tax on the 
wholesale cost of most tape 
recorders, and a twenty-five 
percent tax on the cost of 
dual-well dubbing decks. 

Instead, patents commis-
sioner Donald Quigg pro-
posed the industry adopt 
CBS' decoding system: Anti-
duping chips in new tape re-
corders would make it impos-
sible to tape encoded record-
ings. Record companies pre-
sumably would also manufac-
ture unencoded recordings at 
a higher price. Quigg decried 
the Senate bill's arbitrary 
rates and complicated proce-
dures for collecting and dis-
tributing the revenues. 
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they're doing. The minute 
you have to make a decision 
palatable to an entire group of 
people, there's a lot of ass-
kissing and politics that has 
nothing to do with the matter 
at hand, which is pushing the 
musical frontier as far as it 
will go, or the audio frontier. 
Whatever it is, you just want 
to get out there and deal with 
it. You should have the oppor-
tunity to be a wild man, go 
and do whatever you want. 
Experimentation needs to 
be done, because if you 
don't experiment, what 
do you have to work 
with? The same old 
things you already 
have. Society is truly 
ignorant if it stifles 
the work of people 
who are willing to 
take chances, be-
cause the fruits of 
that experimentation 
are the benefits for 
the rest of the people 
sitting at home wait-
ing to find out what's 
happening to them. 

Other countries will 
win in the GNP battle. 
Ignorant American 
companies who cut 
their operating 
costs by shrinking 
their R&D depart-

BY JOSEF 
WOODARD 

ments. They're short-term-
ers. They have to elect 
idiots to their government 
who will be dumb enough to 
sign protectionist legislation 
that will try and keep the good 
stuff out of the United States 
so they can sell their shitty 
stuff. At least we're consis-
tent; we're short-sighted in 
terms of the arts, in terms of 
business and we're short-
sighted in terms of who we 
elect to public office. 

In an industrial society, the 
value of a composer is nil un-
less he's writing jingles or 
doing movie scores. Where 
is the use for so-called art 

81*!?*'EM 
IF THEY 

CAN'T TAKE 
A JOKE 



PLAY OTARI 
The magic of creativity often happens in streams 
of musical ideas, and the nuances of this process 

are compromised by interruptions. The 
creation of music demands an audio 

0 Qtari 1985 

-• \1/4 

• 

machine that is in har-
mony with musicians, 
and their :nstruments. _ de. • 

Otari's Mark 111-8 with 
Autolocator arid Remote 
Control is a part of this often 

elusive synergy, like no 
other half-inch, 8-track can 

• be. With the Mark 111-8, 
you and the ir.struments are the 

magic, whie the Otan i supplies the unobtrusive 
flexibility and precision of fingertp control. And 
what you control is audio performance that rivals 
the best of the one-inch machines. 

So when you strive for that essence of sound that 
is unmistakably professional, choose the Mark 
111-8 for those fleeting moments when perfection 
must be the rule. From Otan: The Technology 
You Can Trust. 

Contact your nearest Otan dealer for a dem-
onstration, or call Otan i Corporation, 2 Davis 
Drive, Belmont, CA 94002 (415) 592-8311 
Telex 9103764890 
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To hear why Genesis 
records on Sony digital equipment, play them 

back on a Sony Compact Disc Player. 
When it comes to capturing the exper:ence of 

live music, no audio equipment delivers the lifelike 
reproduction of digital audio. 

That's why the only digital recording equipment 
chosen by Phil Collins, Tony Banks and Mike 
Rutherford of Genesis is, not surprisingly the 
leader in the industry: Sony. 

Not only has Sony led the way in profes-
sional digital recording equipment, we 
invented the digital audio system for play-
back—the compact disc player. Sony also 
introduced the first home, car and portable 
CD players. And Sony sells more types of compact 
disc players than anyone else in the world. 

But whichever Sony Compact Disc Player you 
choose, each allows you to hear the music the way the 
artist originally intended. 

So why not do what Genesis does? Play back 
the top-selling compact discs like "Invisible 
Touch" the way they were mastered. On 

Sony Digital equipment. You'll 
find that when it cornes 
to bringing you close to 
the music, nothing 
even comes close. 

The Sony CDP-55. 
Sony's best value in 
a full-featured compact 
disc player. 

From its Unihnear Converterand digital filter to its 
programming flexibility and supplied Remote 

Commander unit, the Sony s  0  N .„- 
CDP-55 has everyth:ng you 
need :ri a home CD player. THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO' 

e 1986 Sony Corporation of America Sony Remote-Compander tnci The Leader In Digital lcrer.ademarks ai 3ony 



W e've sold more profess onal PA 
donsoles than any company in 

history. What can we possibly do for ar 
en(Dore? Offer the professional specifica-
tions and flexibilify which nave made our 
larder consoles fhe nest desired in the 
wad — at a price an] facility or tour car 
afford. 

Introducing our encore The Series 500 
Corsider a signal te noise ratio of 
—.30dB at unity gain, ac4acent channel 
crosstalk of — 90dB at 1kHz and vanish-
ing distortion cf 0.005% at lkHz. 
Famous So_indcraft 4-band EC! features 
high and low frequency shelving and 
sweepable mid-range controls. 

All inputs can be 
roJied to 6 aux send   
busses, and to 8 
subgroups on mod-
ules incorporating 
8 more input chan-
nels. All th,s fleKi-
bi'ity al ows the 
user to effec 

Es ALIX.3-
• • 

•7 

tvely customize the Series 500 for eacn 
d fferent stage production. 

Fully modular construction comes witn 
16, 24 or 2 input mainframes of 
extruded and precision milled alumi-
num. An ederrial power supply provides 
48v phan-om power, while eliminatin,-j 
any transfo-mer Hm. 

Arourd the world every night, al. ser-
mons end and curtan call, Sourdcratt 
consoles mix more live productions 
than any other. —he Series 500 offers 
the high level of excellence which bue 
that reputation, at a price which was 
impossible until now. 

NDCRAFT USA, 8N10 Balboa Blv. ge, CA 9I3n, ( 818) 893-4351 
SOUNDCRAFT ELECTRONICS CAWA,. INC.. 1444 Hymus Blvd., Dorval, Quele Canada, (511)6851610 
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But seriously, folks: "BasicalLy line a lazy person." 

blues clubs. She also started hanging out with Dick Waterman. 
Fifteen years her senior, Waterman had exhumed the legen - 
<jaw Son House and was managing other blues headliners like 
Buddy Guy and Junior Wells. With Waterman, Raitt made 
weekend trips to the -electric-blues fountainhead of Chicago's 
south side. She was "in heaven" as the only white female in 
attendance at the blues clubs. "Then those guys found out I 
could play, and it was hysterical. I looked like a little round 
cherub. I had hair down to my waist, and bangs. It must have 
been very strange for them to see me picking up a National 
guitar and playing Robert Johnson." 

Raitt left Radcliffe after two and a half years. She was major-
ing in African studies in hopes of working in Africa with the 
American Friends Service Committee. Instead she went to 
Philadelphia, worked for the AFSC there, and returned to 
Cambridge determined to succeed at music. Raitt was never 
into contemporary psychedelic rock. "I missed that whole drug 
culture," she jokes. "I got directly into the alcohol culture." 

After little more than a year of playing clubs, Raitt took a 
quantum leap when Warner Bros. Records gave her a produc-
tion deal: She got $40,000 an album and "complete artistic con-
trol." She admits her debut album was "real funky"; it was re-
corded in Minnesota on a four-track. The following,, 
Woodstock-based Give It Up fared much better at broadening 
Raitt's cult following. A third album, Takin' Mr Time, did better 
still, and reflected a new Raitt infatuation. 

"I just went crazy when I heard Little Feat," she recalls. 
"When I heard SarlingShoes I was just floored. That was a syn-
thesis of all kinds -of music. All of a sudden I found out that I 

could go to L.A. and find people that 
were playing the kinds of music I wanted 
to do. The folk scene on the East Coast 
had changed. I really needed some new 
blood. Cambridge was getting kinda col-
legy for my taste. I was already twenty-
three and was"—a haughty tone here— 
"much more sophisticated." 

Indicative of her enthusiasm for Little 
Feat, Raitt got the band's Lowell George 
to produce (and play on) Takin' My Time. 
The good intentions weren't enough; 
that hardy perennial, "artistic differ-
ences," got in the way. "Even though we 
were friends," Raitt explains, "it was 
just a little bit too—personally involved, 
if you catch my drift." Exit George, re-
placed by a pre-Orleans John Hall. De-
spite the hassles, Raitt considers the 
record one of her favorites, a "model" of 
"the kind of music I like." 

Unfortunately, the production delays 
and re-recording drove up costs to al-
most twice Raitt's budget. Plus she was 
getting better record reviews than sales 
reports, at least to Warner Bros.' taste; 
Raitt estimates Takin' My Time initially 
sold 200, 000 copies. "At that point 
Warner Bros. came in and said, 'Guess 
what? This little "artistic control" busi-
ness isn't working!' They didn't talk 
about making a Melissa Manchester rec-
ord, but let's face it: Everybody wants a 
hit single. They felt I should have one, 
and they felt I was getting too personally 
involved with the people I was working 
with. They said, 'Pick someone that's 

had a hit. 
She chose the New York-based Jerry Ragovoy, whose soul 

credentials were impeccable. He had produced the Majors, 
Howard Tate and Garnet Mirnms, whose hit "Cry Baby" he co-
wrote. Ragovoy also wrote or co-wrote "Time Is On My Side" 
and "Piece Of My Heart." "He'd written a lot of R&B hits that 
I really liked," Raitt says, "so I said, 'Let's get completely out 
of LA. and go to New York. I'll make an R&B/soul record." 
The result, Street Lights, was an uptown record, all right— 

perhaps more than Raitt bargained for, with a lot of strings and 
horns. "At the time it was very hard for me to take. I didn't 
have that much to do with picking the musicians." Raitt still had 
a hand in choosing her material, but she doesn't think the album 
"captures what makes me good." If it was any consolation, the 
public felt the same way. No hits, no singles. 

Raitt's next album, Home Plate, found her allied with pro-
ducer Paul Rothchild—"a logical choice for me. He was some-
body who had hits, and had worked with people who like to 
party." She chuckles. "I mean, Paul Butterfield, Janis Joplin, 
Jim Morrison—I wan, 'That's the guy for me!" She picked the 
album title "because it was like I'd been around all the bases: I 
was back in L.A., working again with [Little Feat keyboard 
player] Bill Payne, John Hall and my live band." 

Unlike Street Lights, which was too slick for her taste, Home 
Plate was to Rees liking. By 1975, though, she was facing re-
sistance from increasingly restrictive radio programming. "I 
was a little bit too black for the white stations, and too white for 
the bkick stations. They didn't know where to put me. All the 
East Coast critics and fans kept thinking Warner Bros. was 
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Buy this guitar because 
you've played it and know that 
lothing else handles like it.. 
Because you're confident that 
you've made the right move.. 
At a price the competition can't 
touch. IBANEZ — Now the best Advanced design Ibanez Edge tremolo 

systems au tie but of existing. systems. 
costs less. ....Wined with innovative improvements 

for flawless portormaut Ilicensed under 
Floyd Flow patents). 

for e lull color catalog send :2.00 te IBANLZ, Dept. MG7 • P 0 Box 866. 
Fiensalm, PA 19070 • 3221 Prodacer Way. Primooa, CA 91768.3916 • 
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taste was bred of frustration. "Disco just pushed me over the 
edge," she states. "I was so pissed off that black radio was so 
separate from white radio. After seven albums of, 'You don't 
like this? Okay, let's try this!' I'm just doing what I do. Obvi-
ously there wasn't a place for me. FM progressive radio had 
taken a big hike. Black radio had that unmerciful chest-thump. 
I would like heavy metal better than I would like most of the 
disco stuff going on." 
On Green Light Raitt joined forces with the Bump Band, a 

Stonesy group originally assembled for keyboard player Ian 
McLagan (the ex-Face who toured as part of the Stones in the 
late 70s). Raitt's voice tended to become just another element 
in the raucous mix, but the record overflowed with high spirits. 
"A lot of people were shocked at the record's raw sound," Raitt 
says. "Warner Bros. was real shocked, I know that!" 
The label might also have wondered if it was getting its 

money's worth. Green Light made a less impressive chart 
showing than The Glow, which hadn't done as well as Sweet For-
giveness. The day after Raitt finished Green Light's follow-up, 
Tongue & Groove, Warner Bros. informed her they were not 
picking up her option. 

She was devastated. She'd spent a year and a lot of money 
on the new record, even going so far as to recut songs to the 
label's satisfaction. Besides the completed album, she had a 
tour lined up and was scheduled for a video shoot in five days. 
Raitt now acknowledges that Warners' decision to drop her 
was financial, not artistic. The boom days, when Raitt had re-
signed, were over. In addition, Warner Communications Inc., 
the record company's corporate parent, had taken a big loss on 
its Atari computer division. Warners' December, 1983 purge 
included not only Raitt but Van Morrison, T-Bone Burnett and 
Arlo Guthrie. At least she was in good company. 

Raitt was left holding the tapes, but Warner Bros. was hold-
ing the bag. "They said, 'You can take the tapes somewhere 
else, ' but they put an override on the cost of the album to try to 
make back some of the money they'd advanced me." The ask-
ing price was $400, 000. There were no takers. "I wasn't 
exactly the hottest property on earth," Raitt admits. "I hadn't 
been making hit records. It was an awkward time." 
Even without a record label, Raitt was still a concert draw. 

She continued to tour, dipping into her pension and savings 
when necessary—which was often. Late last year Warner 
Bros. and Raitt reached a new agreement. Warners would re-
lease half of Tongue & Groove. "I felt the need to update the 
record and get something commercial that would be played on 
the radio," Raitt says. 

That sounds like the Warners party line. Felix Chamberlain, 
associate director of A&R at Warner Bros., claims that Tongue 
& Groove "wouldn't sell more than Green Light." Both albums 
were produced by Rob Fraboni. "I like a lot of the Fraboni 
stuff," Chamberlain says of the producer's work with Raitt, 
"but between them they didn't come up with a hit." 
The subtly re-titled Nine Lives retains four of the 1983 Bump 

Band recordings. Raitt and Padlock went into the studio with 
producers Bill Payne and George Massenburg and cut five new 
tunes. The "new" LP also includes a song Raitt recorded for 
the soundtrack of Extremities, a Farrah Fawcett film. (In 1980 
Raitt placed a song on the million-selling Urban Cowboy sound-
track album.) 

Perhaps now more than ever, Raitt is praying for the Hit. 
Warner Bros. has an option for six more Raitt albums. One of 
Nine Lives' new tunes is by Bryan Adams. "I have to care 
whether or not I have a hit record," Raitt says bluntly. "Be-
cause if you don't now, your hands are tied. You can't tour; you 
really can't do anything unless you have wider acceptance. And 
there's a whole generation'of kids out there who have no idea 

who I am." 
Her search for suitable material is doubly urgent as Raitt 

writes virtually nothing herself. Her three originals on Give It 
Up stem from a time "when I was really, really hurt. I feel like, 
if I have something to say, I'll say it. But otherwise, there's a 
whole army of people that are going through the same thing 
I'm going through. I don't have any ego problems. The songs 
that I pick feel like they're saying exactly what I want to say." 
She's more worried about who gets to a song first. The com-
petition includes Emmylou Harris, Maria Muldaur, Nicolette 
Larson, Barbara Mandrell, Anne Murray—"There's lots of 
people that are all looking for the same songs." 
A popular album would further allow Raitt to devote more 

time to political projects. "If I'm more effective musically," she 
says, "I'll be able to be more effective politically. Of course I 
enjoy singing and love being a musician, but to me it's a means 
to an end." And there's no shortage of ends. After participating 
in the July 4 Farm Aid show, for example, she plans "to be in-
volved with a lot of Senate races. People should focus on local 
elections. The idea is to stack the Senate and House with 
people who 'feel more like I do.' That sounds horrible, but 
that's what democracy is." 

Apart from worrying about the condition of the planet, Raitt 
is in quite an upbeat mood these days. Even her delayed album 
has a silver lining: "It wouldn't have done as well in '83 as it's 
going to do now." She cites Stevie Ray Vaughan and the Fabu-
lous Thunderbirds as evidence that the musical tide has turned 
her way. 
As another omen, early this year she signed with new man-

agement, severing a relationship with Waterman that lasted 
half her lifetime. "I didn't have a manager per se," she says, 
describing Waterman as her agent. Now she's planning on 
more soundtrack work (both film and television), and—instead 
of preaching to the converted on her tours—opening for a big-
ger act to expand her audience. 

"I recognized, after Green Light wasn't promoted, that I 
needed a new manager to work the record company. Frankly, 
it is a business. You have to have a lot more savvy in terms of 
image. It's just more competition and less air space. I'm not 
the video type. Radio and movies in general are ignoring the 
twenty-five-to-fifty-year-old generation. We've got to find a 
way to make records that are palatable to them that aren't 
necesarily Lyle Mays." 

Such steely determination any yuppie would envy But 
Rakes not in it for personal aggrandizement. She's too inde-
pendent for that. "Anybody who knows me who thinks some-
one's gonna tell me what to do obviously knows that's wrong. 
On the other hand, people don't know me, so maybe they think 
I'm being force-fed hot dogs. It's just not the case. I'm much 
too strong a personality. It doesn't mean enough for me to be 
in this business and be a star, to be pushed around." 

After a "real painful" breakup last year—"I really got my 
heart slammed against the wall"—on top of financial problems 
and departing musicians, things could only get better. "It's 
great for me to see all this political activity happening, and at 
the same time my record thing's clearing up, my personal life's 
clearing up—my skin's clearing up!" she laughs. "I didn't think 
I deserved to be as unhappy as I was. I'll take the responsibility 
if I do it to myself, but it's pretty hard to be struggling at every 
turn. It gets frustrating to put record after record out and not 
have them be received well. 

"I finally got my career back on the line. I don't think it's 
going to be as bad as it was. Even then it wasn't bad 'cause I 
was touring all the time. It can't be bad if you're playing every 
night. " 
Even in Wichita. 
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We had them printed up and put in the press copies of the 
album. It wasn't a number. I see it now and shudder. At the 
time it was me trying to answer some questions that were 
being asked and I decided not to fudge those questions. 
We didn't accept Yoko totally, but how many groups do you 

know who would? It's a joke, like Spinal Tap. You know, I loved 
John, I was his best mate for a long time. Then the group 
started to break up. It was very sad. I got the rap as the guy 
who broke the group up. It wasn't actually true. 
MUSICIAN: But legally you had to do that to get out of the contract 
with Allen Klein, didn't you? 
McCARTNEY: Yeah, legally I had to. I had to take the other 
Beatles to court. And I got a lot of guilt off that. But you tell me 
what you would have done if the entire earnings that you'd 
made—and it was something like the Beatles' entire earnings, 
a big figure, everything we'd ever done up to somewhere 
round about "Hey Jude"—was about to disappear into some-
one's pocket. The guy I'm talking about, Allen Klein, had £5 
million the first year he managed the Beatles. So I smelled a rat 
and thought, "£5 million in one year! How long's it going to take 
him to get rid of it all?" So I started to resist, and I was given a 
lot of pressure. The others said, "Oh, you're always stalling," 
when I kept refusing to sign Klein's contract. 
MUSICIAN: But the others suspected you of looking after number 
one by wanting to bring in your wife's family as managers. 
McCARTNEY: Obviously everyone worried that because it was 
my father-in-law, I'd be the one he'd look after. Quite naturally, 
they said, "No, we can't have him." So in the end it turned out 
to be Klein. And I said, "Well, I want out of this. I want to sue 
this guy Klein." They said, "You can't, because he's not party 
to any of the agreements." So it became clear that I had to sue 
the Beatles. So obviously I became the baddie. I did take the 
Beatles to the High Court, which was a highly traumatic period 
for me, having to front that one out. Imagine, seriously, having 
to front that one out. 
MUSICIAN: How did you feel through all that? 
McCARTNEY: Crazy, just insane. So insecure. Half the reason 
I grew the beard. 
MUSICIAN: People often put hair on their faces to hide. 
McCARTNEY: It's often a cover-up. And I had this big beard and 
I went to the High Court and actually managed to save the situ-
ation. But my whole life was on the line at that point. I felt this 
was the fire, this was the furnace. It had finally arrived. And 

"Hunter Davies was on TV that night [ ofLennon's murder] 
giving a very reasoned account. I thought it was, well, 
tasteless. Ready with the answers, aren't we?" 

we used to get shakes in our voices in court. We used to get 
the Nixon shakes, something we'd never ever had before. So 
we went through a lot of those problems. But the nice thing 
was afterwards each one of them in turn very, very quietly and 
very briefly said, "Oh, thanks for that." That was about all I 
ever heard about it. 

But again, John turned it round. He said, "But you're always 
right, aren't you?" See, there was always this thing. It seemed 
crazy for me because I thought the idea was to try and get it 
right, you know. It was quite surprising to find that if you did 
get it right, people could then turn that one around and say, 
"But you're always right, aren't you?" It's like moving the goal 
posts. 

I mean, it occurred quite a few times because I'm pretty 
ruthless, ambitious, all that stuff. No more than anyone trying 
to break into show biz, but I can be pretty forceful. If we've 

The harmony wasn't perfect; just better than anyone else's. 

gotta make a record, I'll actually sit down and write songs. This 
could be interpreted as being overpowering and forceful. 
MUSICIAN: I'd heard thatyou were the driving force of the Beatles 
but that John would be more interested in doing anything but 
what the Beatles were supposed to be doing. 
McCARTNEY: Yeah, I remember doing Let ItBe. We sat around 
the table in Apple and I came up with this idea that we should 
get it on film. John said. "Why? What for?" I explained a bit 
more, he said, "I get it. You want a job! Yeah, that's it!" But it 
seemed strange to me that he didn't. He seemed quite happy 
languishing out in St. George's Hill in Weybridge. 

I always wanted to make the group great, and even greater. 
When we made the Let It Be album, and it was a bit crumm3; I 
insisted that we make Abbey Road because I knew what we 
were capable of. I didn't think that we'd pulled it off on Let It Be 
and then with the Phil Spector rernix, we lcinda walked away 
from that LP. In fact, the best version of it was before anyone 
got hold of it: Glyn Johneearly mixes were great but they were 
very spartan; it would be one of the hippest records going if 
they brought it out. But before it had all its raw edges off it, 
that was one of the best Beatles albums because it was a bit 
avant-garde. I loved it. 

So then we were doing Abbey Road and I got some grief on 
that because it took three days to do "Maxwell's Silver Ham-
mer." You know how long Trevor Horn takes to do a mix for 
Frankie? It takes two days to switch on the Fairlight! I had a 
group in the other day, spent two days trying to find the ON 
switch! That's what we're into these days, you know. 

I'm sure I did piss people off at the time, much as I tried not 
to. It just seemed to me when we had a session booked it was 
a cool idea to turn up. Like Sgt. Pepper. George turned up for 
his number and a couple of other sessions but not for very D
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Terry Britten: 

"Tina hated 

'What's Love. 

She said to 

me, 'This is the 

hardest vocal 

I've done 

in my life!" 

every day. After a while when he'd come over I'd hide." 
Even after penning Tina's biggest hit, Terry Britten remains 

a virtual unknown, but hey, that's progress. Before that he was 
a complete unknown. "Which is exactly the way he likes it," 
Tina posits. "He's not into the who success craze. He doesn't 
enjoy that tension. He just wants to write. But I hope he finally 
gets some recognition now, 'cause I just love the guy. And I 
think he will. This is his time." 

Having written five songs for the new album, including the 
projected singles "Typical Male" and "What You See Is What 
You Get," as well as producing David Bowie's "Girls"— in 
short, the entire first side of the LP—Terry Britten has risen 
from his cachet as Tina Turner's secret weapon to take his 
place as a major pop talent. That he and partner Graham Lyle 
will come into serious demand as songwriters upon this 
album's release is a prediction akin to forecasting that the Bos-
ton Celtics will win most of their games this year. And if that's 
an unlikely fate for this shy and eccentric craftsman, whose 
idea of a good time is hanging out in his room and discovering 
new guitar tunings, Britten has only his manners to blame. 
"Roger said to me, 'Write some hits!" he reveals; ever the 
gentleman, Terry graciously complied. 

"Roger also said, 'I'm only going to take your strong songs 
for this record,' " Britten recalls, "which sounded fine to me. 
Nobody should want to be part of a record with two great songs 
and the rest filler; I buy albums like that all the time and I'm 
sick to death of it. That's why I still enjoy records like 
Rumours," he adds, in a telling reference. "I want to enjoy a 
record from beginning to end. I swear the main reason CDs 
are popular is so people can jump from track one to track five." 

Britten's cheery, self-deprecating manner, combined with a 
rather diminutive physique, beard and sparkling eyes, gives 
the appearance of an elf—no doubt the perfect foil for Tina's 
more formidable persona. "Certain things I'll do on my demos 
are very, very white," he admits with a grin, "then she'll put a 
little twist on it and it comes out Otis Redding. Now that I know 
her better, I can write more for her personality. 'What You See 
Is What You Get,' for instance, was composed thinking of her 

live performance, the way she gets off the guys in the audience 
while making fun of the whole thing—she's always very fond of 
that put-down aspect," he chuckles. "Whereas 'Afterglow' is 
more autobiographical, painting a picture of being on the road. 
Actually that was the second tune I wrote with Graham Lyle. 
"The first was 'What's Love,' which of course Tina hated. 

But she also said to me at the time, 'You know, this is the hard-
est vocal I've done in my life, including 'River Deep Mountain 
High.' Because it was so opposite her natural way of singing— 
so low, and cool, and with an off-beat rhythm. And when we 
were finished, she said, 'Now people will say Tina Turner can 
sing.' I'll never forget that. I mean, of course Tina Turner can 
sing. But isn't it amazing the way we perceive ourselves?" 

If one subscribes to the Tina theory of attracting opposites, 
Britten's early training for the position was ideal. He grew up 
in Manchester ("the Hollies and all that rot," he says with obvi-
ous affection), moved to Australia at twelve, and a couple of 
years later quit school to play in a pop 'n' roll band. Mostly he 
played covers of everything from the Four Seasons to Hen-
drix, notably with a group called Twilight. Among Twilight's 
fans was one young Roger Davies ("He came to see us when 
he was still in short pants"). When the band landed a record 
contract and had to come up with original material, Terry began 
writing songs. "Quite a few number ones in Australia, actu-
ally," he says almost apologetically. "We came as far as we 
could out there." 
Once they even got as far as Abbey Road. "The Beatles 

were next door doing 'Penny Lane,' and we could hear the bass 
line coming out the door. The thrill of my life to that point was 
George Harrison coming into the loo and saying, 'Hoos it guin?' 
I said, 'Great, great!' We shared the toilet—quite a thrill. " 
The Beatles reference is hardly a casual one for Britten, 

whose own favorite songs begin with "Strawberry Fields" and 
"Eleanor Rigby" before seguing to "Surfs Up" and "I Heard It 
Through The Grapevine." ("He's such a hippie," Tina sighs.) 
What Britten particularly admires about 60s music—black and 
white—was that ability to evoke strong moods. After moving 
back to England he supported himself as a session guitarist— 
an unusual profession for someone who doesn't read music, 
but then Terry was a specialist, hired to come up with unusual 
riffs or melodic fills—in short, "atmosphere." He eventually 
quit ("too soul-destroying") to write his own material, and that 
ability to project ambience has become his signature, from the 
smooth-as-silk Al Green rhythm beds on "Afterglow" to the 
stormy Wuthering Heights air of desperate longing he weaves 
around David Bowie's "Girls." Even a song as straight-ahead 
as "What's Love" features some eerie melodic inversions. 

"I'm just an ear player," Britten avers, "I don't know any-
thing about music. I'm a tuning freak; I spend days in my room 
making them up and then chords to fit them. There may only 
be three chords in my song, but the structure of the notes 
lends a different atmosphere. Sometimes I change the root as 
well as the bass, which Tina finds very odd. I tell her, 'Once 
you've got the melody it all works.' Live can be difficult though. 
I know that onstage for 'What's Love' or 'We Don't Need 
Another Hero' she's had to change the root back again." 

"But what's great about Terry," Tina says later, "is that if he 
comes up with something I really don't like, he will change it 
for me. You see, you can't put a jazz-type chord in rock 'n' roll 
for me, because that takes me into another world. I get so 
locked into what I'm hearing, that if something doesn't fit, it 
takes me away, even just a note. I'm very sensitive to those 
traditions, and I have to go by feeling." 

In that sense, Tina and Terry are very much alike. Ironically, 
for Break Every Rule Britten found himself guiding some of the 
same heroes who'd originally inspired him—including Eric 
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"You have to give the guy a lot of credit for this success," 
adds Mark Knopfler. "You couple honesty and efficiency by a 
manager with a singer who has patently got it—well, just look 
around the industry and you know how important that is." 

It is hard to think of a manager whose own contributions 
have been more tangible than Roger Davies', or whose de-
meanor seems less suited to the task. He's a large man, affable 
and accommodating—the sort who actually answers his own 
phone. His casual veneer can be deceptive, however, as one 
discovers while trying to track him on successive days in Lon-
don, New York, Nashville and Los Angeles. He also demon-
strates considerable musical savvy, for it was Davies who res-
cued Tina from the one fate worse than hell—Las Vegas—and 
put her together with Britten, Knopfler et al, then held firm 
when the singer balked at some of his choices. 

"The people we've been working with are basically a reflec-
tion of my own taste. She didn't even know they existed," he 
points out. "But by that time we'd built up something of a trust. 
When she first came to me her feeling was, ' I know what to do 
onstage, but not on a record.' We've had a lot of disagreements 
along the way, but at the end of the day I usually got my way. 
I think she feels like, `Why hire this guy if I won't listen to him?" 

Shortly before meeting Tina, Davies had emigrated to the 
U.S. from Australia, carting with him a background as a jack of 
all trades in the music biz there, and "enough money to make a 
go of it for a year." He was working for an office and no salary 
for another manager named Lee Kramer, then personally and 
professionally involved with Olivia Newton-John. When the ro-
mance paled, Davies stepped in the professional breach—"I 
was like the meat in the sandwich." Kramer began dating one 
of ma's backup singers, and soon there was Tina herself, 
looking for some professional guidance. Kramer was im-

mediately gung-ho, Davies more wary. 
"I must admit, I didn't know what to do," he says now. "She 

was completely out of the public eye. She was still a great per-
former of course, but with this terrible band and tuxedoes." 
He shudders at the memory. "Yet she needed the money from 
those gigs to survive. And I needed the money I was making 
with Olivia Newton-John to survive." By the middle of a tour in 
the Far East, Davies knew the moment of reckoning had ar-
rived. "It was time to do something drastic. She had all these 
leeches around her. And while we were in Bangkok, one night, 
I told her, you have to fire evaybody. And she said, 'Well, if that's 
what we need to do. — 

"Fire everyone," says Tina drily. "I remember that. Roger's 
not that easy to understand sometimes; I think if I had met him 
when I was younger I would not have. But I'd felt an intuition 
there from the start. He didn't need to be there all the time; he 
could just come into a situation and scan it out. I liked having 
that space. And he's very direct. He tells you what he thinks 
and then he leaves, and then you do your own reasoning to see 
if it makes sense to you. And he's a hard worker, which I re-
spect a lot. At the same time, we're so different: I'm a woman, 
a singer and a dancer, and Roger is like"—she gropes for words 
to encompass the gap—"a white Australian. Talk about oppo-
sites! I'll go over to his house for a party and it's like, 'Oh, 
puhlease, Roger, change that music.' The difference is, my 
party tapes are things I like. The songs he chooses were hits." 

After Bangkok, Davies helped assemble the sharp outfit 
which currently serves as Tina's live band, then went about 
raising her industry profile with strategically placed gigs at the 
Ritz in New York. He discovered a fellow believer in Capital 
Records producer John Carter, who helped sink $50, 000 of the 
company's money into making demos for an eventual album. 
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(One of these tracks, a cover of the Motels' "Total Control" 
appeared on the We Are The World LP.) "I give Carter a lot of 
credit," says Davies. "The rest of the company wasn't behind 
it; he was out there on a limb. But as for the sound I knew we 
needed another direction." 
When it came time to put together Private Dancer, however, 

Davies was not exactly beseiged with outside offers to help. 
He's not bitter about that—it takes a special breed of manager 
to be bitter when the album sells millions anyway—but he's not 
the type to forget past loyalties either. It's no accident that six 
of Tina's past collaborators were invited back on board (Knopf-
ler, Britten, Hine, Bowie, Brady and even Martyn Ware, who 
produced three covers that will appear as B-side singles; Al 
Green's "Take Me To The River," Sam Cooke's "Havin' A 
Party" and "A Change Is Gonna Come"). Which didn't leave 
much room on the boat for anyone else. 

"Of course we were approached by a lot of other producers 
and songwriters this time," Davies notes. "It's very flattering. 
Of course it's now worth a lot of money for them to be on it. 
Which I don't blame them for." For one moment, he reveals 
the edge of his carefully contoured manner. "But where were 
they when we needed them?" 

Havin' a Party 

1
 t is early afternoon in London, a few hours before daily 
showers will dampen the bustle at Oxford Circus. Up in 
the main sound room of Air Studios, a few floors and sev-
eral innovations of soundproofing removed from the gen-

eral din, it's the last day of recording ma's album. As Mark 
Knopfler, Neil Dorfsman and a few studio hands await her arri-
val, there's an expectant buzz in the air. Some of it is in fact 
quite discernible, coming from a faulty wiring connection in the 
monitor system, and assistants rapidly juggle wires and jacks 
in an effort to nix the problem. 
A few minutes later she coasts in, looking more petite than 

usual; it could be the flats she's wearing. Possibly she's just 
playing Stan Laurel to Davies' Oliver Hardy. She gives Knopf-
ler a knowing once-over and asks innocently, "Mark, why are 
you looking so pale?" He chuckles wanly. A few minutes more 
banter, then Tina rubs her palms together with firm exuber 
ance. "Okay," she says, "let's sing." 

She stands behind the glass, swaying slightly as the opening 
bars of "Paradise Is Here" boom from the monitors. The com-
bination of artful, ascending melodies and brisk rock rhythms 
are perfectly cast for Tina's luxuriant timbre and provocative 
growls. She makes the most of it, wrapping her voice around 
each phrase like a boa, deftly skipping the tightrope between 
ecstasy and plaint. By the final choruses, she's gliding with the 
kind of emotional abandon only the most confident and compe-
tent pop singers can hope to muster. Only as the backing track 
fades does it become apparent that she's breathing harder, like 
a track star at the end of the first heat. "She's something, isn't 
she?" Dorfman whispers. 

Knopfler, wearing the producer's traditional look of concern, 
asks for another take; Tina readily complies, and flies home 
with a completely different set of flourishes from the take be-
fore. There's a break. "I'm not tired," Tina observes without 
pride, lounging in a chair next to the mixing board. "I could do 
this all day. Though it is unusual for me to be singing in this low 
a register. I have to be careful because it's so easy to over-
dramatize, or at least make it sound that way. It's a little like 
acting on film: I have to be careful not to make the inflections 
too broad." 
By the third take, Knopfler's frustrations are becoming 

more noticeable. Perhaps Tina has done her homework too 

well, for Mark is at loggerheads reconciling the rough and tum-
ble "master" tracks he'd fallen in love with a few weeks earlier 
with these considerably more polished versions. "Why are you 
singing 'but paradise is easy'?" he asks at one point. "It should 
be 'coz." Tina consults the lyric in front of her and shakes her 
head. "Coz' you've got your 'but' down here," she cracks. 
Everybody laughs, but the time has arrived for more intimate 
mediations between producer and singer. Knopfler clears the 
room. A few hours later, one can still hear the now-familiar 
"Paradise" melody wafting into the hall. Even when you're 
Megawoman, it seems, making a record can be a pain. 
So what happened? 
"Well, the first time I'd gone in to do that song, I didn't really 

know it," Tina explains. "It was just supposed to be a guide. 
But Mark loved it. Now the other day, when I went back, I was 
ready to do it much better. Well, isn't this too familiar? He 
wanted me to go back to that old, innocent touch. Of course, 
I'm not the one who has been listening to that demo for 
weeks," she laughs. "These guys, they always ask, Don't you 
remember how you did it on the demo?" She shakes her head 
in amused exasperation. "No, I don't! You're the one who's 
been listening to it!' In other words, he wanted corrections that 
were minor, and I'd gone major. But then people seem to like it 
more when you're less sure of yourself, when you're guessing. 
They like you on that edge." 
"One thing about the studio," Mark Knopfler explains, "is 

that people aren't really capable of a hundred percent perfor-
mance every time, so you have to tune in to their needs. With 
Tina—she's such a performer, that it's important to establish 
that you're an appreciative audience. And yet she's so good, 
she can act it out and convince people that she's really there 
even when she isn't. What finally happened the other day: I got 
a hand microphone for her. I realized it made a big difference 
for her to hold that instead of reading off the lyric sheet. I 
mean, the mike she was holding was just a dummy; the real 
one wasn't visible. Yet she sang a million times better that way. 
Just because it's more dramatic, I guess. It's so much more of 
where she's been." 

A Change Is Gonna Come 

T
he album complete, Tina's sitting for a photo shoot in 
the penthouse suite of one of New York's better hotels. 
Decked out in a tight electric blue dress, spiked heels 
and even spikier wig, Tina's a shiffterbug's dream. But 

as the crew adjusts the lights, the corners of her mouth droop 
in a look of patient suffering. Her body language is reflective of 
a woman who does not particularly enjoy such exposure. One 
of the great performers of our era, her silent performance here 
gives the hint of revelation. She is not having a good time. 

For while Tina may be resigned to her reputation as a sex 
symbol, it is far from her true metier. "In the past people only 
saw her in sexual terms," Mark Knopfler observes, "which is 
a mistake. Sure, there's legs this and legs that, but it's more 
vitality and fun. It's a celebration she shares with her audi-
ence." 

"In a strange kind of way, I've always been embarrassed 
about sex," Tina admits. "I guess no one would ever think of 
me as shy. I rarely use profanity, you know. Sometimes I'm 
shocked at what people say. I don't want to say raunchy things 
because I think, psychologically, I really don't want that as an 
image. Raunchiness is what I do best, I suppose, and I enjoy 
it—but I have limitations." 
That image gained considerable force from Tina's tensile re-

ndition of Otis Redding's "I've Been Loving You Too Long, " im-
mortalized in the documentary Gimme Shelter. "Jimmy 
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OUR SOLDIERS 
FACE THE MUSIC EVERY DAY. 

And it's not always something 
by Sousa 

In fact, we draw as much 
from the hit parade as we do 
from the March King. Not to 
mention from all of the styles 
there are in between. 

What's more, Army bands 
are as varied as the music they 
play; there are stage, dance and 

concert bands, as well as combos If you'd like to face the 
and ensembles. music as often as our musicians 

Surprised? You shouldn't do, why not play tor us today? 
be. After all, Army musicians (Yes, you have to audition.) Just 
perform an average of 40 times call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY. 
a month. With that much Better yet, see your local 
playing time, you have to be Army Recruiter and listen to 
versatile. And you ABmir BAND. what he has to say. 
have to be BE ALLYOU CAN BE. kœuld be music goo to your ears. d. 
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with his most passionate and expressive 

recording to date. 

Kevin Eubanks/Fs,ce to Face Lush 

string ensembles, masterful electric and , • - 

acoustic guitar, add such world class 

players as Marcus Miller, Ralph McDonalc , 

Ron Carte'r, Buddy Williams, and Dave ' 

Grusin; on his latest album for GRP, Kevin 

S'abanks brings his audience "Face to Face' 
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The Chick Corea Elektric Band 

QuintesSential keyboard master Chick Corea 

presents a GRP debut bearing all the ear marks 

of a new Corea clas's ie. Featuiing heavy-

weights Dave Week' or drums, John Pal nut ci 
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"I Put 
Crossovers 
And Limiters 
In Zero Rack 
Space. 

91 

Mike Payne 
South Coast Sound 
Live Sound Engineer 

Three professionals whose 
careers depend on getting 
excellent sound — and though 
each has a different set of 
criteria, all agree on the 
benefits of QSC's Octal 
Accessories. QSC has pioneered the development of 
high power, low- profile amplifiers of unquestionable 
fidelity and reliability. And with the new Octal 
Accessories we've also pioneered versatility QSC's 
unique Octal socket [which is standard on all Series One 
and Series Three amps] accommodates a whole line of 
passive and active Octal Input Modules — 
from input transformers to electronic 
crossovers and power limiters— audio 
accessories that enhance and customize 
the performance of each QSC amplifier. 
quickly and eaeily and at a cost far less 
than buying rack-mounted devices. 
And when requirements change, a 
different QSC Octal module can 
meet that need. In this way QSC 
is making obsolescence a thing of 

Patrick Quilter 
Vice President/Engineering, 
QSC Audio. 

"I Got A Cleaner 
Sound With More 
Punch And Tighter 
Bass:' 
Danny Watson 
Promise Productions 
Producer/Keyl3oardist 

"We Can 
Customize The 
Sound System For 
Each Job." 
Miles Kappe• 
Sight-On-Scene Staging 
AV Staging Specialist 

the past. QSC Octal Products 
are space-savers too: each 
module attaches at the rear 
panel, out of the way without 
adding rack space. All Octal 
Accessories perform to the 

same high standards that distinguish QSC amplifiers. 
combining meticulous design considerations with 
real-world durability. Octal Modules include: XI-I-1 and 
XL-1 Crossovers, PL-1 Compressor/Limiter, UF-1 
Universal Active Filter, T-1 Input Transformer, A-i Octal 
Attenuator. and AT-1 Octal Attenuator with Input 
Transformer. So no matter where your sound matters — 
on stage. in the studio or in a custom designed 

installation. QSC provides your sound 
system with an invaluable lasting benefit: 
versatility. For more information contact: 
QSC Audio Products. 1926 Placentia 
Avenue. Costa Mesa, CA 92627 
[714.] 645 2540. 

Barry Andrews 
President, 
QSC Audio. 

Quality 
Service 
Commitment 



Wear it on your sleeve. 

Shortsleeve T-Shirt 

Color Sze Qty. Prce ea. Tr4:1 

Sleeveless T-Shirt 

Crewneck Sweatshirt 

Shortsleeve Sportshirt 

Flange Jacket   

Baseball Cap (not shown)  

Add $2.50 postale and handlinglor all orders. 

$7.50 

$14.00— 

$18.00  

$45.00  

$7.50  

$2.50 

Send died- or 
mone,-,, order t-

NEW ENGLAND 
PROMOTIONS 
386 High St. 
Fall River, MA 02722 

ned.SL dli0W weeks 
for delivery. 

Total enclosed 

Name  

Aadre,s 

City  

State 

Shortsleeve T-Shirt 
100% Cotton, Black o Red 

Shortsleeve Sportshirt 
50% Cotton, 50% Polyester 

Blue or Black 

Crewneck Sweatshirt 
50% Cotton. 50% Polyester 

Black or White 

Sleeveless T-Shirt 
100% CotIon, Black or Red 

Flange jacket 
100% Cotton, Black 

Baseball Cap 
Corduroy, Black or Red 

zP 

MUSICIAN WEAR 
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Yamaha introduces microphones 
for every instrument we make. And 

the one we don't make. 
Designed to reproduce both vocal and 

instrumental music, the MZ Series of pro-
fessional microphones were a long time in 
the making. 

For nearly 100 years, Yamaha has been 
building musical instruments. Everything 
from piccolos to grand pianos to synthesizers. 

We took this musical heritage and com-
bined it with our expertise in electronics 
and acoustic engineering. The result is a line 
of five microphones that, unlike others, go 
beyond mere transducers. 

The diaphragms in the three MZbe 
models are the first to use beryllium. This 
rare metal's low specific gravity and excep-
tional rigidity permit an extended high 
frequency range for a sound that is both 
crisp and sweet at the same time. 

A specially developed damping and 
three-point suspension system for long-term 
stability and durability is used throughout 
the line. As are gold-plated connectors. 

But because of Yamaha's musical expe-
rience, the real accomplishment of our new 
microphones is certainly greater than the 
sum of the parts. You might even think of 
them as musical instruments in themselves. 

For complete information, writeYamaha International Corporation, 
Professional Audio Division, PO. Box 660« Buena Park, CA 90622. 
In Canada, Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 115 Milner Ave., Scarborough, 
Ont., M1S 3R1. 

YAMAHA® 



THAWS 0 T ACE ACOUSTIC, 
EVERY NE CAN HEAR PRECISELY WHAT 

IT'S SAYING. 

When Adrian Legg plays guitar, jaws 

have a habit of dropping. So perhaps it's 

no surprise that he was voted " Best 

Fingerstyle Guitarist" in the Guitar Player 

Magazine Reader's 

Poll, while his record 

"Mrs Crowe's Blue 

Waltz" won Best 

Acoustic Album. 

Way back in 

1990, Adrian heard that Trace Elliot 

had developed a range of amplification dedicated entirely to the 

needs of the acoustic musician. Like thousands of other players 

around the world, he's been using Trace Acoustic ever since. 

If. 

Today, the Trace Acoustic range has 

grown to include nine combos, all 

featuring our unique "Dynamic 

Correctiorfm" technology 

along with notch filters to 

tune out feedback and a 

sophisticated range of 

input and Eq options. Some 

have on- board effects and 

phantom powering and there's 

even an amplifier designed specifically 

for use with acoustic basses. 

So no matter what, when or where you choose to " unplug", 

there's a Trace Acoustic amplifier to help you do it. 

For more information, please fill in the coupon below and mail to: Kaman Music Corporation, PO Box 507, Bloomfield, CT 06002 

Name  

Address  



Playing the TD-5K Drum Hit may lead to 
spontaneous purchase. 

Whether practicing alone with headphones or playing with the 

band, the TD-5K is as powerful as it is fun. It comes with 32 expres-

sive drum kits from Rock to Rap to Latin to Jazz. And because it has 

MIDI in and out, you can enter realistic drum parts right into your 

sequences. So check it out at your local Roland dealer — but be 

prepared to give in to a spontaneous urge to take it home with you. 

_ Like advantage of the TD-5K's 
lib.  dual-:rigger inputs 

and expand it with 
the Roland PD-7 
and PD-9 dual 

trigger pads. 

11(2. Roland 
Roland Corporation U.S., 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040 (213) 685-5141 
i,(11,,r1d Gandda Mus,, Ltd. 5‘MO •:: ,10ii V6V 26M (60.1270-6626_ CAMPUS( WE". GO ROLAND; 726612.376 
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FRONTMAN: TOM PETTY 

His album has new songs about pot smoking and 

royalty—but the LSD ditty had to go. 

BY BILL FLANAGAN 

ROUGH MIX 
Collective Soul's songwriting lessons, Adrian 

Legg's guitar picking tips and a farewell to the 

late great Danny Gatton. 

MAllY STAR 

Pops meters of atmosphere want to make 

music, not conversation. But they're not shy 

about telling you why. BY DAVE DIMARTTNO 

THE R.E.M. INTERV1W PART 2 

Cruising Athens, Gecrgia with the homeboys, 

discussing U2, the Troggs, Brezhnev and Ice 

Cube. BY VIC GARBARINI 

PETER BUCK'S ZEN GUITAR LESSON 

R.E.M.'s six- string maestro shows how he plays 

"Bang and Blame" and " Losing My Religion"— 

and why. 

FROM SURFING TO PSYCHEDELIA 

In the '60s, a small circle of friends put L.A.'s 

music industry on the map. BY TIMOTHY WHITE 

JIMMY PAGE AU ROBERT PLANT 

Is this a reunion or what? Led Zeppelin's twin 

icons explain their. uh. worldlier perspective. 

BY J.D. CONSIDINE 

GUITAR VOODO3 

How superstitious can guitar players be? Very 

superstitious. BY MAC RANDALL 

SOFTWARE FOR GUITARISTS 

After years of catering to keyboard players. 

software manufacturers give the guitarists 

some. BY J. ARIF VERNER 

DRUM SUSPENSION SYSTEMS 

Drums sound better when their shells are 

allowed to vibrate freely. How do they stack up? 

BY RICK MATTINGLY 

THEY MIGHT BE GIANTS' HOME STUDIO 

Johns linnell and Flansburgh started as a 

bedroom band. Five albums later, they're still 

there. gY TED GREENWALD 

REVIEWS 

Danzig and Slayer dance with the devil; Madonna 

just dances. Plus Black Crowes, Joni Mitchell, 

Smashing Pumpkins, and more. 

DEPARTMENTS: Masthead, 8; Letters, 10; Reader 

Service, 100 

BACKSIDE: BACKSTAGE ACCESS 

Think that backstage pass gets you near the 

band? Wrong. 



Me'Shell Picks Gibson! 

Me'Shell NdegéOcello, 

Les Paul Delto,e Bass 

Find out why Me'Shell "picks" Gibson today. 
Send for "How to buy an electric guitar" 
from Gibson. It's absolutely free! 

Plantation Lullabies is available on Maverick Records 

Send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: 
"Electric Guitar" • Gibson Guitar Corp. • 641 Massman Drive • Nashville, TN 37210-3781 • (800)4-GIBSON 

GO GIBSON on CompuServe! To join call 1-800-524-3388 and ask for Rep. 548 
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"...the unit lives up to the hype. 
Ut's sinfully fun to play with, and you'd 

have to be a dense slab indeed not to come 
up with some very compelling sounds 

.gpr within minutes." 
• Joe :lore, Guitar Player. March. • • e 

COP., 

1994 
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-Verb can yield effects that are difficult enough to envision, lei alnne 
impossible to achieve tuilh a conventional signal processor." 

Enb ;ioss, Recording Magazine. Septembe. 199h 

• Just leave your credit card info at your 

Ipni (or both) home. Then you've got three whole stva2 „, o participating Lexicon dealer* and take either 

ay days to put 'em through their paces. l[f your 

1. e Audim-e experiences are anything like these review-

ers', you won't want to bring them back. So dorl. 

Whether you're a musician or engineer, you'll find larnMin & Vortex 

a killer combination Now, at last, you can have LEcc con quality and 

unique, amazing effects on your music. At a price you can afford 

Mt selected dealers listed at right Individual dealer programs may rary. 

Free 
Test Dilue 
Program! 

...at these participating Lexicon 
Dealers until January 31, 1995 
• Al Nalli, Ann Arbor, MI • Alto Music, 
Midcletown, NY • American Music, Seattle, WA 
• Arnoldt Williams Music, Canton, MI • AST 
Sourd, New York, NY • Band Central Station, 
Gainesville, FL • Bell Electronic, Paris, TX • 
Berler Communications, Waukegan, IL • Bogner 
Sourd, Flint, MI • Broadway Music, Merrillville, 
IN • Cintioli Music, Philadelphia, PA • Daddy's 
Junky Music, Boston, MA • Daddy's Junky 
Music, Salem, NH • Daddy's Junky Music, 
Nashua, NH • Daddy's Junky Music, Manchester, 
NH • Daddy's Junky Music, Portsmouth, NH • 
Dadcy's Junky Music, Portland, ME • Daddy's 
Junky Music, Peabody, MA • Daddy's Junky 
Music, Shrewsbury. MA • Daddy's Junky Music, 
Vernon, CT • Daddy's Junky Music, New Britain, 
CT • Daddy's Junky Music, Cambridge, MA • 
Dadcy's Junky Music, Dedham, MA • Daddy's 
Junky Music, Stamford, CT • DJ's Rock N Roll, 
Berwyn, IL • Dr. Sound, New York, NY • Electric 
City Music, Kaukauna, WI • Guitar-Guitar, 
Sherman Oaks, CA • House of Guitars, 
Rochester, NY • Main Street Music, Tallahassee, 
FL • Manny's Musical Instruments, New York, 
NY • Marc's Music Marl, Port St Lucie, FL • 
Metro Sound & Lighting, St. Paul, MN • Music 
Box, Clinton Township. MI • Music Center, 
Boynton Beach, L • Music Warehouse, 
Louisville, KY • New York Music, Boardman, OH 
• Northern Music & Video, Potsdam, NY • 
Pontiac Sound & Music, Sylvan Lake, MI • 
Reliable Music, Charlotte, NC • Roadshow 
Sound, Columbus, OH • Sam's Music, 
Brentwood, TN • Sam Ash Music, Brooklyn, NY 
• Sam Ash Music, Carle Place, NY • Sam Ash 
Music, Cherry Hill, NJ • Sam Ash Music, Edison, 
NJ • Sam Ash Music, Forest Hills, NY • Sam Ash 
Music, Huntington Station, NY • Sam Ash 
Music, New York, NY • Sam Ash Professional, 
New York, NY • Sam Ash Music, Paramus, NJ • 
Sam Ash Music, White Plains, NY • Sound 
Deals, Birmingham. AL • Sound Force, Dayton, 
OH • Spitzer Music, Fresno, CA • Spitzer Music, 
Concord, CA • Spitzer Music, Hayward, CA • 
Spitzer Music, North Hollywood, CA • 
Sweetwater Sound, Fort Wayne. IN• Torp's 
Music Center, St. Paul, MN • Veneman's Music, 
Rockville, MD • Victor's House of Music, 
Paramus, NJ • Washington Music, Wheaton, MD 
• The Woodwind & Brasswind, South Bend, IN 
• Wray Music, Lemoyne, PA 

HEARD IN ALL THE RIGHT PLACES 
Lexicor, Inc., 100 Beaver Street, Waltham, MA 02154 

Tel: ( 617) 736-0300 Fax: (617) 891-0340 
H A Harman International Company 



DANNY GATTON ( 1945-1994) 

He could tune his guitar to the 

buzz of a club's fluorescent 

lights or, in a pinch, use a pay 

phone's dial tone, but he pre-

ferred to just hear a song in 

his head—" Mystery Train" 

(which is in E) or " Honky 

Tonlk" ( in F)—and tune to that. 

Rival Roy Buchanan used to 

call D.C. clubs and listen to 

Galton play set after set over 

the phone. A bootleg tape of 

Galton playing with rockabilly 

rev.valist Robert Gordon was 

passed from guitarist to 

guitarist, earning the hushed-

tone nickname "The Hum-

ble -." In 1989 Danny got fired 

from his weekly jazz gig at 

GaIllagher's in D.C. because 

he was drawing too many peo-

ple: seems waitresses could-

n't navigate the crowd to sell 

enough drinks. 

By the time Danny Gatton 

released 1978's Redneck 

Jazz, he was already an 

underground legend. He could 

and would run the gamut from 

bluegrass to bebop, from 

blues to country, often in the 

course of a single song. He 

could play with impeccable 

taste and intimate under-

standing of all genres, but 

preferred to hotrod at blinding 

speed. The man who some 

touted as the best electric 

guitarist said, " Once you 

reach the top of the tree, 

there's a lot of leaves up 

there." On October 4, Gatton 

died of a self-inflicted gun 

shot. He was 49. 

How I Wrote Those Songs 
by Ed Roland of Collective Soul M0 ST OF THE TIME when I'm writing a song, the 

melody comes really quick, and the whole song 

comes real quick. For lyrics, I'll blurt something 

out—usually in the chorus or something—and get an idea 

of what I'll do later. Like I did with "Shine." Music comes 
real simple to me—not simple, but it's very 
easy for me. Lyrics take a little time. 

I had the beginning of " Shine" since 
1987. I originally wrote the bridge on an 
open A string, with the melodies playing 
the root of the chord. That had been float-
ing around for years, but I'd never used it. 

I sat down and wrote the other end of it 
one night at my parents' house. My 
brother Dean had come in, and he had the 
guitar tuned down to the Seattle tuning— 
you know, the low D. So I just started 
playing the dah-dah-dah-dah-dah part, 
and it went right into that chorus. Then I 
blurted out, " Heaven let your light shine 
down." 

I tried a couple of different versions of 
the beginning of the song. I had about 10 
different types of rhythmic melodies I put 
in the key of D, and they seemed to work 
out really well. So what I decided to do 

was play the melody that I sing on the 
verse. The guitar lick is actually the 
melody of the verse—then the voice 
comes in and sings it. 
When I think about writing it, I 

remember thinking, "Wow, that's pret-
ty blah." Because 
it's just one line, 
and what hook has 
"Whoo-ooh-aah" in 
it, you know? I real-
ly didn't think the 
chorus was that 
hooky of a thing. So 
that's why I put 
in that other part 
of the guitar thing, 
and that's one rea-
son why I put the 
"Yeah" thing in there. For some reason I 
thought it was a weak chorus. But the 

UG 
CHARTBUSTERS 

Billboard's current special issue celebrating 

that magazine's 100th anniversary includes 

several lists of " all-time" chart hits. The 

results are fascinating, if a little strange. The 

top ten pop albums from 1956 to 1994 

include five movie soundtracks and the origi-

nal-cast recording of My Fair Lady. The top 15 

jazz albums include three LPs by that leg-

endary jazzman Isaac Hayes. But our favorite 

revelation occurs on the R&B charts. At num-

ber two is Bobby Lewis's "Tossin' and Turnin- from 1958, at number one is 

1994's "Bump 'N Grind," by R. Kelly. Was the last 40 years of cultural evolu-

tion ever "charted" so succinctly? 



e song's done okay so far. 
"Breathe" was actually the last song I 

wrote for the album, and it came out real-
Î7. ly quick, too. I was at my friend Matt 
5 Serletic's studio in Miami; he helped co-
produce that song. We were sitting 
around talking about how cool it would 
be to write a song that stayed in the same 
chord the whole time. Bruce Springsteen 

had done it with "Born in the U.S.A.”—I 
remember, it was in E, and it stayed on 
that chord E the whole time. 

I was just sitting there goofing off 
with my guitar in E, and I came up with 
that melody. And it was another one of 
those licks that I actually played on an 
open A string; it was done in A, origi-
nally. I was just trying to create a song in 
one chord, and I did mostly stay in it, 
until the bridge—I had to get out of E at 
some point. And the lyrics are pretty 
simple, they came pretty easy. We re-
corded that one just as quickly as I 

wrote it. 
We just kind of had fun with it. I sat 

there, wrote, had the structure of it and 

said, " Let's just put it down." We got 
two takes of everything. I ran the vocals 

twice, put in the guitars twice, and I did 

the solo on the first take. That was the 
whole basis for writing that song, and 
recording it also—to keep it as open and 

simple as possible. 

HARVARD POgR TFIFSr 

Titles from the university archives' 

senior honors thesis collection: 

"Rock ' n' Roll and the 

Construction of Reality: Anti-

structure, Charisma, and the Domi-

nance of Metaphor" 

"Music-Makers and the Mak-

ers of Meaning: The Case of Talk-

•ng Heads" 

"Beats, Ideology, ani Technology: 

Public Enemy, Hip Hop, and Black 

American Cultural Resistance" 

Rock Music, 1964-1970: The 

Limitations of Youth Protest 

as Cultural Revolution" 

Ti Broken Images: 

The Creation of Meaning 

in British Punk Subculture 

and T.S. Eliot's The Waste 

Land 

NATIVE WAVE 

Call it the Native American 

Wave. Suddenly, major 

labels have discovered the 

popular music of American 

Indian performers. 

Consider the case of 

Kashtin, who reached a 

national audience via televi-

sion's " Northern Exposure." 

Not only are they indigenous 

Canadians, they don't even 

sing in English, preferring 

their native tongue Innu. 

The title track of their new 

Sony TriStar album, Akua 

Tuta, also appears on Capi-

tol's release Music for the 

Native Americans featuring 

Robbie Robertson and the 

Red Road Ensemble. 

Meanwhile, Native Ameri-

can Bill Miller, fresh from a 

tour opening for Tori Amos, 

is due to release his second 

Warner Bros. album. Warner 

Western has signed flutist 

Robert Mirabal. Rock groups 

Brother Sun and Beaver 

Chief appear on Columbia's 

forthcoming benefit album 

for imprisoned Native Ameri-

can activist Leonard Peltier. 

SongCatchers, a multicultur-

al group that includes six 

Native Americans, has a 

deal with A&M. 

"World music is the new 

alternative music," says 

Paul DeGooyer of Sony Tri-

Star. " Peter Gabriel can 

tour with WOMAD, which is 

even bigger than Lolla-

palooza. Record companies 

are realizing that they can 

make money." 



MIX 

Credit Is Not Negotiable 
by Michael Masley 

T
HE ORIGINAL SONG you wrote and performed for the 

Geronimo soundtrack...has already had national expo-

sure extending beyond the motion picture itself, and has 

been featured on CBS's broadcast of the 1994 Winter Olympics, 

on NBC's "Entertainment Tonight," and in an HBO special... 

These words were signed in April'94 by 
Robert E. Holmes, executive v.p. of Sony 
Pictures Music Group, after lengthy wran-
gling between my attorneys and theirs. A 
year earlier Ry Cooder, stuck for inspira-
tion while scoring Geronimo, plucked a 
cassette at random from his Tomb of the 
Unsolicited Tape—my cassette. What he 
heard happened to be just what he needed, 
and soon I was driving from Berkeley, 
where I've made a "career" of playing in 
the streets, to L.A. to play cymbalom and 
flute on the Geronimo sessions. 
What happened next ain't exactly clear, 

except that, when the film's soundtrack 
was issued, everyone who contributed 

material received composition cred-
it (with the attendant potential for 
royalties)—everyone except me. 

I doubt Ry Cooder had any-
thing to do with this. But as for 
Sony, well, a multibillion-dollar 
conglomerate is not fueled by the 
milk of human kindness. Perhaps 
my vulnerability—as the only "un-
signed" musician involved— was 
too obvious to ignore. 

As luck would have it, my music 
turned up in national TV broad-
casts, giving me an incentive and the 
credibility to stake my claim. Attor-
neys Owen J. Sloane and Anthony 
Kornarens wrested a decent out-of-
court settlement from Sony. Secur-
ing publishing credit and damages 
was no picnic. But the really hard 
part was The Letter quoted above, 
certifying my contribution and its 
value to the finished product. 

Small wonder the corporate ego 
would rather eat roadltill than crow: 
Sony's initial claim included the cus-
tomary "all rights in and to the Work, 

including, without limitation, the copyrights 
therein and throughout the universe..." 
To gain access to an audience, artists make 

compromises that few executives would ask 
of anyone in the usual labor-for-wages 
domain. The upshot is that fair compensa-
tion must be measured in credit as well as 
dollars. Recognition is not a mere vanity 
issue. It is part and parcel of payment. 
To ensure creative survival, sometimes a 

musician is called on to play the role of 
warrior. To paraphrase Geronimo himself: 
"Why let the suits have it all their way?" 

Michael Masley's CD Mystery Repeats 
Itself is available from P.O. Box 5232, 
Berkeley, CA 94705, (510) 548-1241. 

SSPORT POLICE 

Ever wonder why your favorite foreign 

bands rarely towr the U.S.? Here's 

ore reason: In 1990, the Immigra-

tion and Naturadization Service tight-

ened restrictions on the work visas 

required for touring musicians. One 

big problem: an inane stipulation 

that an artist must have established 

"cistinguished preeminence" in his 

fiE Id was left to interpretation by 

immigration off cials. 

As a result, according to some 

agents and musicians, new bands 

are finding it increasingly difficult to 

establish and document their " pre-

eninence," whi'e well-known artists 

outside the mainstream have to run 

a precarious gaJntlet of red tape for 

each U.S. tour. 

"'We promote 2000 concerts a 

year in almost every industrialized 

country in the globe," said Scott 

Southard, codirector of Boston's 

International MJSIC Network. "And 

in terms of musical tours, the U.S. 

is the most restrictive and difficult 

fo - immigration procedures in the 

world. 

"The actual vocedure may have 

gotten easier," le added. " But the 

selection process—in particular the 

amount of documentation required 

to establish preeminence—has got-

ten more difficult." 

INM has bro4ght the critically 

acclaimed Bulg3nan Women's Choir 

to the U.S. six or seven times. 

While Southard noted that permits 

have gotten successively easier to 

obtain, he also speculated that, if 

the group was now applying for the 

first time, it would likely not be 

granted visas. 

'ridrew Hunter, manager of Scot-

tish new traditionalists Wolfstone, 

echoed the frus:rations of a number 

of agents, managers and musicians. 

"It's a Catch-22. You have to provide 

signed contracts with your applica-

tion. But you can't really commit to a 

tour unless you're sure you are going 

to get your visas." 

This month's Rough Mix was compiled by Dave 
DiMaitino, Dan Forte, Ted Greenwald, Michael 
Lipton, Tristram Lozaw, Ken Micallef, Jill 
O'Brien, Mac Randall and Mark Rowland. 
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'PEAK PCK 
DPC 750 

'NUS: 
DPC 1000 

-‘44.o• 
^I 

•":,.)1:i-,11.d into the 21st century ma 
the next generation of lightweight 
digital power amplifiers. At only I 
pounds each, the new digital phase 
modulated DPC 750 and 1000 offer 
the future in portability and power. 
Bass musicians are raving..."The 
mighty DPC series offers the 

clarity, punch, and power I need at 
the bass end...it'll knock you out!" 
Bolt to your authorized Peavey 

dealer and hear the power...bu 
to carry, priced to mow 

I h, \ I, , 1111, lcd with the latest information inii,icians wan to know. To recolvt i:4•44„e% '.or only 
g \ 10 i• (el*, ,• 1,1 In's, leldOr Monitog Magra/ine, Peavey Llect-onies II A Sirect M CI nlian_POS 39.kg ,01994 



TALENT 

SOUL COUGHING 

t4 

'SOUL COIUGH NG Like G. Love and Special Sauce. SoLl Cough-

ing sprang from a mating of beata k poetry, acoustic grunge, 

hip-hop and blues as postured by the slouch rock generation. 

These w-ite Dog often succeed in capturing the same scratchy, 

barehaked sound that makes old jazz and Delta blues rec-

ords singthe snare rings guitars buizz, bass strings rattle 

and the sound cf wood fie, the air "-Hiphop has blasted 

apart manna: sang structures and people's harmonic limits." 

says Soul Coughing's upright bassist Sebastian Steinberg. 

"What we play is like musical channel sur'ing." The hard funk 

pumos and acid jazz shufles dealt by the lock-groove tandem 

of Steinberg and drumme- Yuval Cabay steal the show on 

Ruby '/room, the quartet's 

new Slash CD. 

'It's E riot," says Stein-

berg. " At any moment, I 

cah quo:e Fred Hopkins or 

MiigLs and it will work!" 

ICIINBELLY 

the same power. To preserve the power of the songs, you 

must on ange them." 

Abanconimg the Boston folk circuit. Mackenzie, who stud-

ied ethnornisicology at the New England Conservatory 

formed an acclaimed duc 

Mouth Music with synthesist 

Martin Swan. Sne and Swan 

parted ways soon after. but 

MacKenzie continues hee 

unlikely fusion on tie 

Siartachie release SO/as.. 

Drawing on an older Celtic 

style than better-known peers 

such as Enya, MacKenzie val-

ues the strength expressed in 

'is lower-pitched, bagpipe-

irflected vocal approach.. " It's 

al night to sound vulnerable," 

she allows, " but it's also im-

portant that women's voices 

souid 'very strong and in-your-face." 

TALITHA MACKENZIE 

SHUDDEq TO THINK This 

year's Lollapalooza audience 

often looked perplexed whei 

Shudde-to -hirrik delivered their caba:ell rock from the sec-

ond stage. But tien, what other Dands could name Ai-gentin-

ian tango master Astor Fiazzolla as an imfluence? 

-I love his music so much, it's so d ssonant and screwed-

up," says Shudcer's lead singer, Craig Wedren. " It -nade me 

Sc total' crazy on our last tour, went out and bough: an 

accordion." 

Wedren's near-operatic caterwaul toots Shudder's unlike-

ly stew of gUteral guitar aggression, odd-time rhythm 

changes. and gloriously Lnusual but catchy) melodies. Pony 

Express Record (Epic) fo lows three albums on D.C. indie 

labe Dischcrd.. 

-We &wars try to take chances,," he says. "We're interes:-

ec in se:eng where that will lead " 

TULI TIM MACKENZIE What compel 3 a dedicated traditionalist 

to adorn fifteerth-century Gaelic songs with house beats and 

percolating syntiesizers? 

went to see a psychic," says -alitha MacKenzie, " and he 

channeled a message far me: ` If you continue to sing these 

songs as they were sung 200 years aga, they will never have 

exists where male 

musicians are put on a 

pinnac e for swearing 

and drinking, but with 

womer you can't have 

an attractive persona 

and a Y,alid opinion." 

Her quintet. Echobel-

ly, fashions a brash 

pop metftle born of 

sweeping, Morrissey-

like choruses, politically charged 4/rics and Aurora-Macan's 

under iaoly beautiful voice. 

An Anglo-Asian from a strict forrily, the singer is as demure 

as her mouth is pungent: " I've ceer fighting this all my ife, 

nothirg s going to stop me now' If some middle-class white 

journalist can't accept that, them ha-ha-ha. l'n- used to. being 

an outsider:, it'll only make me stronger." 

Everyone's Got One cleverly masks its societal agenda in 

singalong hooks and crunchy girar melodies. " If we were 

only about tie message. I'd be dairg politics or poetry. but 

we're a -ock ' n' roll band. We're into writing classic pop 

songs. I hope that when all the hyoe is over we'll actually be 

able tc help people work things cut." 

ECHWIELLi "If I want to scream or 

say 'f,:ck, it's my stage, my slow. 

I'll da what I want," says the Cis-

art-hire petite Sonya Aurora-

Madan, a kick-boxing champion 

turned singer. " This hypocrisy 

SOUNDER TO TIIINK 

è. 
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St ÀsF 1F1T I. mw SAN 1(:\NCIS(O'Si\Nt)\IARI. 

Lig,htstbookste:c sits Vent, io, a corr. bination bar and col'ice-

h ruse. Front it, immediately pri sr to ny entering, a iamiliar figure 

cruerpes. Ile is Paul Emit ner, rime of local sensationsjefferson Air-

p.iale„now rl the beitur-kmow g,-oup fast : Guy Leaving a Bar. Who 

cares? Attu- All, oncc nsidcl v.iilIl await the entrance of Maztv Saar, a 

pppular combo icdv David Roback. wkos.: onetime 4roup Rain 

1.>trade helpod usher in the so-call!ed " Pzisley Undergretind" of early-

Os I A. rc lranslat 111-us played ps,ychede.ic music.. You 

know. like " She Las: Funny Cars." No, wait. Wrong bemd. 

Ls de Vestivi- s, I wait hrusarated for over iut hour, contemplating 

the " c ifficu t into-view" thez.d. For I been tolL by mans. that 
Mazzy Star are reci3ely laat B..- the pervon who smite the bill for . 

their first allum " I•krtsolutelv the worst irterview I ever did.")i By a 

writer who'] on scokern to (" albsélotelv hellish") and would 
1.1 me the nest.day to soc how " it" went. bien by ', heir pubilicist, 

who, :n theory, actualy gets pad to say so 

Bu: 1 has-2 do-re FIK share oi difficult imer,iews. And now Lhave 

wz.ite,11 in a [r.aircisco Dar a in longhane, written over 75 clues-

os :hat ev en ia tEc worst-Liist. scenark —i.e. " yes," " no" and the 

imirigaing " 1 duinao"—shiould yield one bell if an in:'..trmative inter-

131, »AWE 
view. And 11 have sartal a tabl% Lpstaitsat ‘' esits io, with a behatted 

David Rohack and very heaitrul IlopelSandoval, :and had .comve,7-

whatd'd David Roback thi ilk of thy albúms Rain Paraee 

made:after his depart rie? 

"I never thou:;?t a'pout it." 

Did Roback find ld odd thai a former Lain Parade partner would 

later make an album -vith Critey liorse:? 

"I never heard that." 

Pregnant.pause. 

Bai-kground cotartesv of the Ves_rvic public address sstern: 

james Brown, " I Fe Good.'" 

Btu no, Clis is sw mother sterview: horror story, and Ma7.7. Star 

ar2 as-cooperatis-e as they can possibly be. z,iy,n the peculiar cinema,-

stances of our qu.ct.LollYcrsativi —in a crtwe cd, noil y bar—ai id :the 

even stranger-m:10 off events in his. their fourth sear together. For thijs 

is 'the year Mar.; Slar are 1,,,runing, bi7-Wse. They're happeniis 
because Nrry has t:d.en to them. because ...I:aide into You," the opc-it-

inig trick on So filirribt 7art Might Sce,i.s a hit a vea- after that same 

armin was relea,cd,..ind à seems, becaise nearly anyt hit rg. c.:11 

Is. a bit thus:: sou nds.%Is.2 someth-ing, mcw.• 

"1 wouldn't have uxpected :t,":sass Bolaaek of NIa./..:.y.Star's sudden 

pop-chart emergentre. " 1 don't really ÇL'el -,uw we fit into 11 1è colnon-
powary musk scene:' Still. whin ;le and Satdoval left the States earlier' 

tis'is sear for LO -rdeir—ssScre-thes.livucr, recorded, pia cd arid-burg. 

oust for five.. mon : hs,—their second album seemed to. has e eorro and 

gone. Now it's back. " I tbinis s kind of brow,: says .se. 

A sellish intervicv? No, i,est Bui'si r ing, at 'estivio, 



PIG TH."fflattnif 
ANUT*11 

tions—where Mazzy Star " fits in" is the 
question that lingers. The answer, from 
1994's vantage, may be surprising: in the tra-
dition. In the finest of rock 'n' roll tradition. 

First consider the shorthand version of 
David Roback's career since 1983. Rain 

Parade; the short-lived Clay Allison, with 
fellow Paisley Undergrounder Kendra 
Smith of the Dream Syndicate; a name and 
personnel change later, Opal; Smith 
departs, Sandoval sits in, and now...Mazzy 
Star. To those who view the Paisley Under-
ground as a bogus, press-manufactured 
non-event—which includes Roback him-
self, partly—that may seem a not particu-
larly impressive pedigree. 

But consider the music Roback has had a 
hand in making since 1983, the artists with 
whom he has aligned himself and how rele-
vant those artists remain today. On the ini-
tial Rainy Day compilation, he and his Pais-
ley Pals covered the Velvet Underground, 
Big Star, Buffalo Springfield-era Neil 
Young, Dylan by way of Nico's Chelsea 
Girl, the Byrds, the Beach Boys, the early 

Who and Electric Ladyland Hendrix. You 
would have to be deaf—or too young—to 
not notice the overtones of early Pink 
Floyd in Rain Parade's Emergency Third 
Rail Power Trip or in Roback's later work 
with Smith in Opal. Mazzy Star's 1990 
debut She Hangs Brightly was not only hip 
enough to include a cover of obscure Brit 
art-rockers Slapp Happy ("Blue Flower"); 
the song ends with the guitar riff from the 
Velvets' " I'll Be Your Mirror." And as So 
Tonight That I May See wends its way up 
the top half of the pop charts, one surprising 

beneficiary will be pop legend Arthur Lee, 
whose " Five String Serenade" may bring 

him the sort of sizable royalties he presum-

ably earned when the Hooters sang " She 
Comes in Colors" a decade ago. 

Roots-wise, David Roback has drawn 
from nearly divine inspiration. Could one 

be blamed for asking the man if he was any 
sort of record collector? 

"I don't collect records," Roback says, 

deafeW after a pause, two hours into our conversa-
tion. "Because I don't like to own a lot of 
things. I've heard a lot of good records in 

n i n e  MOE my life." 
Fair enough. The overwhelming impres-

TE ID 11,1121U." sion after protracted conversation with 

Mazzy Star is that these people are genuine, 
Roback and Sandoval drink red wine and allow nearly every one of if mildly evasive, musicians who are truly puzzled by their commer-

their teeth to be slowly and methodically yanked from their respec- cial success—and not especially thrilled by it either. In an era when 
rive jawbones—or, rather, answer nearly every one of my 75 ques- bands like Oasis are hailed in the U.K. as the best group in the world, 
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and gleefully announce their desire to be "up there with the Beatles, 
the Stones, the Kinks and the Who," Mazzy Star pFefer Greta Garbo's 
much better deal. 

"If it was up to me," reasons Roback, " I would have heard Hope's 
voice on the radio a long time ago. Because I always thought it was 
good to hear it." This after I wonder aloud if they'd thought " Fade 
into You" would be a hit. " If it was up to 
me," he notes an hour later, " I would turn 
on the AM radio and hear Syd Barrett and 
John Coltrane and a lot of things you don't 
hear. So in terms of my taste in music, you 
know..." Pause. " I dunno." 
As repeatedly demonstrated by the sur-

plus of records made by, er, rock critics, 
merely having good taste in music—cover-
ing the right artists and namedropping the 
right names—never guarantees much. 
Mazzy Star offer more. They have taken 
their influences and made music of com-
pelling originality. If I wanted to be a prick, 
I tell Roback, the snottiest thing I could say 
about Mazzy Star is that sometimes his gui-
tar sound veers too close toward Big Star's 
Third album—which bore the original 

"Holocaust," covered on 1983's Roback-
produced Rainy Day album. 
He thinks about it. " I've always thought 

that most guitar players, you know, owed a 
lot to the past," he says. "Because you can 
learn things from people. I think that the 
guitar is an incredible instrument, you 
know. That wouldn't bother me. I'd accept 
that." 

There's an evenhandedness and intelli-
gence in Roback's manner that betrays his 

age-35 or so—and familiarity with the 

workings of the music business. Sudden 
stardom or wealth do not seem to be the 
sort of things he spends time thinking 
about. "Neither of us ever had any money," 
he tells me. "We didn't really care about it, 
you know what I mean? We figured it 

didn't really cost that much to do all right, 
to be okay. We just do the music for other 
reasons." 

Three years ago the pair became clients 

of Elliot Robert& high-powered Lookout 
Management firm. Neither had ever had 
management before. "We wanted to work 
with Elliot because he was a cool guy," 

notes Roback, "and he worked with a lot of 
songwriters." 
Hope Sandoval, who for the most part 

allows Roback to answer nearly every 
question, pipes up. "I think the difference is 
that we have more time to do music and 
write," she says. " It gives us an opportunity 
to stay away from the industry part of it 

and produce music. I just think if you get caught up in that sort of 

ding, it seems like it could be really confusing and distracting." 
Though a decade younger than Roback, Sandoval is by no means 

a newcomer enjoying a rapid rise to fame. While still in high school 
in Los Angeles, her band Going Home—a duo including guitarist 
Sylvia Gomez—recorded an album produced by Roback that, he 
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We get 
a. lot of 
calls from 
folks 
asking 
about 
who's 
using 
Mackie 
>Bus 
Recording/PA consoles. 

Good question. 
Ater all, a board's only 
as.good as its users. 

So we grabbed the 
latest stack of 8•Bus 
Warranty Registration 
cards and hit the phones. 

The names in this ad 
represent a cross section 
of current &Bus users. 
They range from platinum 
supergroups tracking 
new albums to hioh 
school choirs, from bar 
bands to sound designers 
working on network TV 
series and feature films. 
There'd probably be more 
itames but we didn't want 
to make the type any 
smaller than it already is 
— or keep tying up our 
already clogged phone 
system. 

As our production of 
&Sus boards increases, 
so does this list. 

In a way, it's confirma-
tion of the raves that 
magazine reviewers have 
heaped upon the console. 
Above all, it's proof that 
the Mackie 8•Bus is a 
serious tool for profes-
sionals. A tool that's 
getting used day-in and 
day-out for major projects. 

Call our toll-free 
literature line 8AM-5PM 
PST and talk to a genuine 
Mackoid (no voice mail!). 
We'll send our obses-
sively-detailed 24'-page 
color brochure on the 
>Bus Series. 

Then become a part of 
this list by visiting your 
nearest &Bus dealer. 

u. 

Yost innr,v•,• Prod., of the V••• 

MACKIE DESIGNS SAWS MIXEP Currently in Spain tracking 
new album on multiple 
Mackie 2408 consoles. 

Def Leopard 

Sound design & mixing of 
commercials for G. Joe, Kenner 
Tors, Hasbro Toys, Transformers 
1/2 -hour show, infomercials. 
Lawrence Wakin • Tapestry 

Productions Inc. • New York, NY 

\„ Tracking for Madonna. 
'Shep Pettibone • Mastermix 
Productions Ltd. • New York, NY 

Recorded Grammy-Nominated 
"Sunday Morning" off of the 
album Millenium on 2408, 

currently working on new album 
exclusively on console. 

"The 24.8 survived the 7.1 San 
Fernando Valley earthquake. It's 
definitely built for rock 'n' roll" 
Sheldon Reynolds. Earth Wind & 

Fire. Los Angeles, CA 

Music scoring for Pepsi Cola 
and M:.-Donalds and Six Flags TV 

& radio commercials. 
The Listening Chair. Dallas, 7X 

Recording and mixing of 
acoustic music & sounds from 
the American West. Recent 
albums include "Charlie 

Russell's Old Montana Yarns" by 
Raphael Cristy and "Where the 

Red- Winged Blackbirds Sing" by 
Jim Schulz. 

Bruce Anhnson • Last Chance 
Recordings • Helena, MT 

Pizza Hut commercial scored 
to film, scoring of theme 

presentation for The BaseBall 
Neu ork, self-produced album 
"Rick DePofr and the Weis," 

currently producing NY Noise's 
1st solo artist, Aaron Heick 
(Chaka Kahn's alto player). 
Rick DePofi & Craig Bishop 

New York Noise • New York, NY 

OUR 8 BLS 
REALL. 

Concert sound reinforcement 
at the Showcase Theater. 

Bob O'Neill, Manager of Entertain-
ment* Six Rags Great Adventure 

Theme Park • Jackson NJ 

Used by students for learning 
recording and sound design. 
The School of The Art Institute of 

Chicago, Sound 
Department Chicago, IL 

Mackie 
32.8 

Record-
ing/PA 
console 
54,995° The Stand 

S295 each' 

Tracking for R&B and rap 
groups including vocals for 

Polydor artist T Max. 
Brad Young & Dow Brain 
Underground Productions 

Boston, MA 

Dialog editing for Untouchables, 
TV series and Movies of the 
Week. "I work out of my home 

now. It's quite an achievement to 
be able to get a higher sound 
quality than most of the other 

sound houses in town." 
3-time Emmy winner David Scharf 
Helix Sound • Los Angeles, CA 

Wide range of multimedia 
projects including major motion 
pictures (the names of which 

can't be divulged). 
John Acoca • Oracular Multimedia 

San Francisco, CA 

Jazz choir sound reinforce-
ment and recording. 

Dwayne Pedigo • Plano East 
Senior High School. Plano, TX 

Sound effects, music and voice 
for Atari arcade games. 
Brad Fuller. Atari Games 
Corporation • Milpitas, CA 

MB•32 Meter 
Bridge 
$895° 

24•E 24-ch. 
expander 
S29954 
MB•E 

Expander 
Meter Bridge 

6953 

The 
Stand 
S295 

ea ch4 

Albums for alternative 
groups Twetrty-Two Brides 
and -2.,? Cucumbers, demo 

for Freedoinlanii. 
John Williams • Ground Zero 

Studios. New York, NY 

"Praise Songs" contemporary 
Christian album/CD, "Body 

Baiiders" children's album/CD. 
Peter Episcopo • Bridge Song 

Media • Old Bridge NJ 

Sound design for Pepsi Cola TV 
spot aired during last January 

mondo-bowl. 
Hans ten Broeke? • Buzz, Inc. 

New York, NY 

Sound reinforcement for theater 
presentations and concerts in a 

300-seat theater 
Centre Culturel Franco - 

Manitobain•WinniPeg, MB, 
Canada 

1 

Former posts include quality assurance with 
Warner Brothers, Sheffield Labs, Rainbow 

Records, Chief Mastering Engineer atJVC. 
Quote: "It's a great board, dude Buy it!" 

2 Quote: "It's the only analog component 
in my room. You hardly know it's there, it's 
so transparent." 



C RISOLES 
WORK. 

Frank Serafine, feature movie 
sound designer/SFX wizard in 
the Foley Room at his Venice, 

CA production complex. 

The 
Side-
car 
$3954 

—  ' MB•EMeter 
Bridge 
$695' 

Skittles TV 
commercial, demo 

for new artist Nita 
iiiaber, original music 

for Terpsicirps modern 
dance company. 

Lincoln Adler 
Are We Famous Yet?Producjons 

Los Angeles, CA 

DNA sampling CD with 
mega-drummer Bernard 

?urn, e (3000 + album credits)! 
Frank Haller3 • Weasel Boy 
Recording • Brooklyn, NY 

3 Quote: -This job had extremely unusual 
and demanding monitoring & effects 
requirements. I honestly couldn 't have 
done it wIthoutthe32•6" 

In studios...in clubs...in video and film production facilities... 
on the road: A sample of what satisfied 32•8, 24.8 and 1608 
owners are doing with their consoles (as of late April, 1994). 

Scoring for two 
Fox Televison 
NFL promos, 

theme& scoring 
for PBS children's 
series Storytime, 
song demos 

& album tracking, 
TV commercials, 
infomercials 
& demos. 

John E. Nordstrom Il 
Love Den Productions 
Pacific Palisades, CA 

Album/CD tracking 
and mixing for the groups 

Mean Solar Day 
and Product. 

Ramsey Gouda • Onion Head 
Studio of Chicago • Chicago, IL 

Worship service and 
in-house 

con-
cert 

sound 
reinforce-
ment, 

recording 
of sermons. 
New Life 

Assembly of 
God 

Lancaster, 
PA 

Sound 
reinforcement 

in a live 
blues club 
showcasing 

live, regional & 
national 

acts such as Savoy 
Brown, 

Jr Wells, etc. 
Manny's Car Wash 
New York, NY 

Rental for film mixing projects 
and home 

studios. "We love 
them because we 
never see them. 
They're great for 
our business." 

Chris Dunn • Dreamhire 
New York, NY 

4Suggested retail price. Slightly 
higher in Canada. 

OTHER PROFESSIONALS WHO OWN AND USE 
MACKIE DESIGNS &BUS CONSOLES* 

Dave Abbruzzese, 
drummer for Pearl Jam 

Slash, 
guitariesongwriter, 
Guns N Roses 

Steve Brown, 
guitarist/producer for Trixter 

Natalie Cole, 
solo artist 

Greg Droman, 
Grammy-nominated engineer 

for Linsey Buckingham 

Gregg Field, 
drummer for Frank Sinatra 

Michael Frondelli, 
Engineer-Producer (Eric 

Johnson, Crowded House, etc.), 
Creative Director for Capitol 

Records 

Bill Gould, 
bassist for Faith No More o 
Bashiri Johnson, 

percussionist for 
Whitney Houston, Madonna 

Mick Jones, 
producer for Van Halen, 
guitarist for Foreigner 

Art Neville, 
producer, The Meters, 

keyboardist, Neville Bros. 

David Frangioni, 
MIDI specialist/Engineer 

Aerosmith, Elton John, and 
Extreme 

Danny Kortchmar, 
producer forJames Taylor, 

Billy Joel, Rod Stewart 

0 Bruce Kulick, 
guitarist for Kiss 

Kyle Lenning, 
PresidentAsylum Records, 

Nashville 

Clair Mario, 
Artist, Producer 

Oueensryche 

Dave "Snake" Sabo, 
guitarist for Skid Row 

Ben Sidran, 
producer 

Leo Sidran, 
songwriter for Steve Miller 

Steven Tyler, 
singer for Aerosmith 

*Mention in this list is intended to indicate ownership only 
and does not in any denote official endorsement 

Producer Ricky Peterson's Pre/Post 
Production Room with Mackie Designs 24.8 
at Paisley Park. 

R&B radio remix of Boz Sca9gs' 
"I'll Be The One" for Virgin 

Records, recording solo album 
for the Japanese 
Go Jazz label. 

Ricky Peterson, producer, 
Paisley Park 

Minneapolis, MN 

20205 1447)1 Ave NE • Woodinville • WA • 98072 • 800/898-3211 • FAX 2061487-4337 
Outside the US, call 206/487-4333 • Represented in Canada by S.E Marketing • 8001363-8855 



"WHEN MICHAEL CAME UP WITH THE LYRICS TO 

'Losing My Religion,' I thought that was a pretty evocative title," says 

Peter Buck over lunch in an Athens, Georgia health food restaurant. "But 
when he claimed it was an old Southern saying that meant 'at wit's end' or 
'at the end of your rope,' I had my doubts. I figured it was just another 

Michael-ism." III A few months later Buck was visiting New Orleans. A 
friend introduced the guitarist to his 80-year-old grandmother as "the guy 

that has that song about 'Losing My Religion." Buck summons up his best 
Driving Miss Daisy accent. "She says to me, `Young man, I hadn't heard 
someone say that since I was a little girl back in the '20s and '30s. It meant, 





"I DON'T SEPARATE THE REAL FROM THE UNREAL." 

write love songs for years be-
cause as a teenager I'd hear songs 
on the radio about love and I felt 
betrayed—like someone was 
playing a joke on me, this isn't 
about me at all. So when I joined 
the band, love songs were the last 
thing I wanted to write. When I 
finally came around to things like 

"The One I Love," I think I 
wrote in a way that's much more 
real. I don't think it's a genera-

tional thing, that older people 
can't enter into a relationship 
without recognizing that am-
bivalence. It might be brought 

out more by younger people. 

MUSICIAN: Like Sting, you were very conflicted and disturbed after 
you wrote that song. There's fire imagery all over Document, especial-
ly in the chorus of "The One I Love." Why that symbolism? 

STIPE: I really don't analyze the songs. For about five or 
ten minutes after I write them, I know what they're 

about in a literal sense. But then it's gone, and the song 
belongs to everybody. It was years ago; I haven't really 
thought about it. 

MUSICIAN: Then don't think about it. Tell me what you 
felt. 

STIPE: What did I feel? Well, we wrote it on the road... 
wait a second... it was just a feeling of complete anger 

and frustration coming out. Originally, I wasn't saying 

any word at all. I was just.. .screaming. The whole cho-
rus was me screaming, and then that developed into the 
word "fire" when it became time to put it down on tape. 

But if you're looking at the R.E.M. catalog, the ultimate 
ambivalent anthem has to be " It's the End of the World 
as We Know It (And I Feel Fine)." I mean, come on. 
Just look at the title. 

MUSICIAN: We were talking before about how "I Don't Sleep, I 
Dream" on Monster is partly about the creative and dream states 

being similar, and how reality and memory combine to create some 
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new hybrid. Now, one explanation of that 
song was that Michael had a dream where 
everybody had the initials LB. But Peter says 
it was about a real party when you first came 
to New York. How did these strands come 
together? 
STIPE: It was a profoundly stupid dream 
where I was invited to a party and I looked 
around the room and I was the only person 
whose initials were not LB. I wasn't particu-
larly ostracized, but it struck me in the dream 
as being kind of funny. Now what deep 
recess of my brain has this list of people 
famous or otherwise whose names begin 
with LB? That makes me a walking phone 
book. It's really weird. 
MUSICIAN: But wasn't Lester Bangs at the 
party, cursing people out? 
STIPE: Yeah, but Leonard Bernstein, Lenny 
Bruce and Lyndon Baines Johnson weren't 
there. I don't remember feeling nervous. I 
did feel hungry. There really was cheesecake 
and jellybeans, and we devoured them. It was 
profoundly stupid and yet kind of beautiful 
how all that meshed together. It says some-
thing about the process of memory. For me, 
that song is almost an anthem of complete 
late-twentieth-century overdrive—cyclone-
mind-fuck. 
BUCK: Well, I remember that trip really well. 
I'd never been north of D.C., and there were 
four of us packed into this van, and we knew 
less than nothing about New York. My 
father had been there in '46 when he got out 
of the Marines and he told me that Times 
Square was a pretty cool place. It sounded 
like some kind of Jack Kerouac—amusement 
arcade—automat kind of thing. Hey, let's 
check that out! So we pulled up on a Friday 
night at about 11:30 p.m. in Times Square 
and I looked out of the van and said, "Uh, I 
think I want to go home right now. This is 
really weird." And it was an intimidating trip 
in a lot of ways. We thought we could find a 
hotel room for $25 like anywhere else in 
America. We ran out of money on the third 
day, so we lived in the van and decided, okay, 
we just won't eat. Pylon, our friends from 
Athens, were playing. They invited us to this 
party that Karen Moline was throwing for 
them. People like Joe King Carrasco and 
Lester Bangs were there. So of course we 
immediately raided the fridge, and she had 
nothing—just some old cake and jellybeans. 
I'm like, What kind of a fucking rich-person 
party is this? We want food! They took care 
of us, though. We were the four beatniks 
from Georgia who were living in the van. 

They Were The Smithsonian of American Rock and Roll. 

So, you might ask, what was the déa 
with these five guys who looked vaguely 
like country rabbis, who could play the bejesus 
out of practically every instrument that exists, who 
(wild write exquisite lyrics and melodies at once robust and 
delicate, and could then sing songs like these backwood angels? 

A CROSS T HE REAT D IVIDE 

firs1 (mime musital Ibreuhrle orThe Baud. from the seminal recordings of Ronnie Hakim 

& The Hawks through the Bob Dylan years and up io the last waltz. Featuring such landmark 

recordings as The Weigh- and " Up On Cripple I reek." pitt, many previously unreleased masters. 

rare live rerordings from Woodstock and Watkins Glen and tracks bon the Basementlapes` 

with Bolt Dylan ei:d The kas! Waltz. • 

All in a 3 Compact 
At companied by a 

¡St Box Set 
-page Booklet 

---••••••400«110.411---

Available al hold Stores or arcer Toll Free will your Cred'l Card 24 Eloiirs d Day! 

1-800-313-3323 
S17 9h Plus Shipping & Handâno: Local Sales Tax May Also Be A- dried. 

Fur Ise.Capii.,1Nmetion co RUORD emt fpnpuserse li621.12R3. v IDI fdpilr! Rep . 

• Excerned fin the her rates MN Ry Writer leg llore eelliat ( el flippe 
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*Mrs. Morgan," began the 19-year-ol 
leader, "you don't remember me. I am Bri 
Wilson, Murry Wilson's son." Brian was cor-
rect, she didn't. After recounting his earlier 

unsuccessful stab at "Chapel of Love" (no 
the later Dixie Cups hit), he hastily explain 

he'd recently left college after one semester t 
-concentrate on songwriting. 
When the group ran through their clever! 

arranged vocal repertoire, however, Mrs 

Morgan expressed disappointment. Wasn' 
there something new around which the 
could build a song? 

"All the kids listen to the surfing repo 
on the radio!" Dennis suddenly exclaime 
the assertion peiplexing Morgan and rattlin 

his associations. " It's new," said Dennis o 
the sport, backing up- to face both the studi 

owner and his companions, " but it's bigge 
than you"—he sneered at his brothers— 
might think!" 

Seeing the intrigued looks on Hite's anrrinda Morgan's faces, 
Dennis grew bolder. " Actually," he bragged, " Brian's already got a 

song called `Surfin'. We could practice that for your 
Brian froze at the statement, too stunned by the notion to endorse or 

denounce it. As Mike jotted a few terms down on apiece of paper, Den-

LUSTERED AROUND THE DESK IN THE FRONT ROOM OF DECK 

Records in late August 1961 were over-eager Al Jardine, his smile 

as wide as a Studebaker grille; blond, charismatic Dennis Wilson; tan 

and child-faced Carl Wilson; cocky/edgy Michael Love. The tallest 

member of the delegation spoke first, his treble tone and near-exag-

gerated courtliness eliciting grins from Dorinda Morgan and her 

husband Hite, whose tiny Guild Music publishing/studio cottage on Melrose Avenue 

had once been the setting for his fruitless first demo session. 
- 

7de 'Eened 

VOW nerd ate. 

dead 011 ate 

tgee, 'et' We 

eetdeat,t9, 

9 "lie etvnus Eallroom, and his loyal following of fellow surfers began 

requesting more stark, rumblesome instrumentals akin to the Tune 

Rockers' "The Green Mosquito," or "Tequila" by L.A. combo the 
Champs. Dale obliged, adding heavy staccato picking to his Strat on 
vibrato vamps—calculated to evoke "the feeling of white water caving 

nis hurriedly described "The Stomp," the 
hip new dance his friends at the beach were 

doing, and noted that numerous bands were 
gaining hasty renown with surf singles. 
The avatar of surf rock 'n' roll was Dick 

Dale (a.k.a. Richard Monsoud, a native of 
Beirut, Lebanon, who'd come to California 

in 1954 after growing up in Quincy, Mas-

sachusetts. Dale had a record shop opposite 
the Rendeivous Ballroom,. repairing 
phonographs and giving guitar lessons on 

the side. His shop quickly filled up with 
surfboard-shouldering teens who bartered 

wave-riding tips for guitar painters, and 
Dale was soon enticed into shutiering his 

shop each day until three p.m. to catch the 
swells at Huntington Beach, Dana Point or 
the Wedge in Newport_ 

Afternoons a the shop segued easily into 
Friday and Saturday night performances by 

Dale and his Del-Tones band ai the Ren-

1); 1.e."elee 



Label chief Glenn Wallichs ( left) outside Capital Records tower, 1955 
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The Fab Four, Capitol Records' mighty dist-action from the Beach Boys 

1 
Beach Boys c. 1963: Brian. Carl and David Lee Marks; (below) Glen Campbell, part-time Beach Boy 
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(Above right) Dick Dale'sipioneering 1962 LP; Foster's Freeze #18, inspiration for " Fun, Fun, Fun" 

Adapted from 

the forthcom-

ing book, The 

Nearest Far-

away Place: 

Brian Wilson. 

the Beach Boys 

and the South-

ern California 

Experience, 

published by 

Henry Holt 

& Company, 

0 1994 by 

Timothy White 
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world of stock car racing. ' Surfin' Safari" 

was the instant favorite, however, breaking 
first in Phoenix, Arizona and New York 

City, sites rarely included on the average surf 
expedition. The song debuted on the Bill-
board chart on August 11, and climbed to 
number 14 over the course of 17 weeks, 
while "409" stalled at number 76 after one 
week. Interestingly, once it vanished from 

current airplay surveys, "409" proved the 
more durable radio perennial. 
The Beach Boys signed with Capitol 

Records on July 16, 1962, their contract cov-
ering an initial period of one year, while 

granting Capitol six additional consecutive 
option periods of one year each. In a rider 
attached to the contract, the Beach Boys 
agreed ' to indemnify and hold Capitol 
harmless from any claims made and/or dam-
ages and expenses (including reasonable 
attorneys' fees) incurred and/or litigation 
brought by Hite Morgan." 

'With two major-label chart singles to their 
credit, it was time for the Beach Boys to 
begin fulfilling their contract with formal 
recording dates, and they entered the studios 

at the Capitol Tower in the autumn for ses-
sions on August 8 and September 5-6, 1962. 

Frank Sinatra, Nat "King" Cole and the 
Kingston Trio were presently the label's 
heaviest consistent hitters, and Judy Gar-
land's 1961Judy at Carnegie Hall album had 

lingered at number one nationally for 13 
weeks, gaining Capitol four Grammy 

awards at the '62 ceremonies, including 
Album of the Year. But in 1962, Capitol 
cofounder Glenn Wallichs gave a keynote 
speech at the Miami Beach convention of the 
National Association of Recording Mer-

chandizers in which he exhorted national 
rack jobbers (who stocked and maintained 

racks of just the top-charted albums and sin-
gles in syndicated, variety, drug, self-service 

food, supermarket, department, discount 
and specialty stores like his own Wallichs' 

Music City) to do more to assist in develop-
ing new artists and their long-term potential. 

Wallichs might just as easily have confined 
his remarks to the Beach Boys, because as 
Capitol's first rock 'n' roll stars, they would 
create a marketplace and a milieu all their 
own, and spawn several lifestyle-related sub-
genres of music. As Capitol launched the 
Beach Boys, so the Boys re-launched Capi-
tol into a vast ocean of buoyant possibilities. 

The label's best and brightest used the 

12804 ilea' Strliorth Hollywood, (A 91605 
(n) 983-2600 
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Manu Katche 
has a head 
for drums. 

Many. And all of them say Remo. 

Manu likes coated Ambassadors on his 

snare and tom batters. he prefers clear 

Diplomats on his tom bottoms and dear 

Pinstripe' heads on his bass drum. 

Remo. It's a sound choice. 
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MITCHEL FORMAN • CHUCK LOEB 

ANTI-BONY JACKSON • WOLFGANG HAFFNER 

L I P 8923 

RE CO RD S  

FO R INFO OR CATALOGUE. CA LI_ OR WRITE ALEX M ERCK M USI C 

' 156 FIFTH AVENUE. SUITE 408 NE., YORI. • NY 10010 PHONE . 212-807-9707 
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Ø - pfloiged wirembes. 
and clarity are exceptional. 

Jon Secada% power 

11111111 

He demands the same 
of his wireless system. 

Jon Secadas 
latest release: 
'hear., soul & a voice" 

mfb. 

On his latest tour, Grammy-award 

winner Jon Secada is using the 

Audio-Technica ATW-1236 

handheld wireless system. 

"These microphones can handle Jon's 

vocal range better than any others," 

explains Charles Dye, audio engineer. 

Out on tour we have been using 

Audio-Technica wireless for everything. 

With a clean, full sound, they work just 

as great on instruments as on the vocals." 

Jon's handheld system features a 

Hi-ENERGY neodymium element 

for increased dynamic range. Also in the 

1200 Series is the ATW-1235 UniPak-

system with a body pack transmitter 

for guitar and instruments, headworn 

and lavalier microphones. Both systems 

have improved compandér circuits, 

creating an "invisible link" to 

achieve the high quality of a wired 

sound from a wireless microphone. 

To minimize interference, the 1200 Series 

is offered on 20 VHF frequencies. 

And to maximize equipment space, 

the receiver is half-rack sized. 

To find out more about 1200 Series 

wireless systems, call, write or fax. 

Audio-Technica U.S., Inc., 

1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224 

(216) 686-2600 Fax: (216)1686-0719 

audiolechnica 



DQRTABLE DAT RECORDERS 

YOUR MUSIC IS 

EVERYTHING 

YOU SEE AND FEEL 

AND RATE AND LISTEN 

TO AND STRIVE FOR 

AND TRY TO: FORGET IT 

AND LEARN TO IGNORE 

1 1110. DIGITAL SIGNAL •• - • 
PRUESSOFS 

AND BREATHE AND HOLD AND TOUCH AND CRY OVER AND LAUGH ABOUT AND 

TURN AWAY AND LET IN AND TRY AND FAIL AND WANT TO BE AND EVOLVE 

INTO AND INHALE OR IN SOME PEOPLE'S CASE CLAIM THEY DIDN'T AND DREAM 

OF AND ARE FRIGHTENED OF AND CALL YOUR OWN AND REFUSE TO ADMIT 

AND REJOICE IN AND 

EIDE FROM AT NIGHT 

AND PITY AND SMELL 

AND LOVE AND ARE. 

SONY 

Let your musc be all it 

can. For information, about 

Sony Pro Audio products, 

call 1-800-635-SONY, ext. MI. 

8- TRACK RECORDER 
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II nlike almost everyone else in the mu-sic business, neither Jimmy Page nor 
Robert Plant wants to refer to their lat-
est project as a Led Zeppelin reunion: 

Granted, the bulk of what turns up 
on their MTV "Unledded" special and 
the No Quarter album comes from 
the Zep catalog—from such album 
rock chestnuts as "Kashmir" and 
"The Battle of Evermore" to reconfig-
ured blues like "Nobody's Fault but 
Mine" or "Since I Been Loving You." 
It's not meant as a faithful and prof-
itable resurrection of the old sound— 
as Plant puts it, "There's no point in 
going around and having a huge 
Rolling Stones stadium type of deal" 

—and it doesn't come off that way. 
Instead, No Quarter and "Unledded" suggest that Page 

and Plant are becoming even bolder musically than when 
they first hooked up, some 25 years ago. Their new "Bat-
tle of Evermore" swaps Sandy Denny's Celtic flourishes 
for the raga-bred ornamentation of Nadjma, while "No-
body's Fault but Mine" avoids the electric blues treatment 
found on Presence, and offers instead a banjo-and-hurdy-
gurdy arrangement that comes across like seventeenth-
century bluegrass. Then there's "Kashmir," which shifts 
the musical geography from Central Asia to the Middle 
East, fleshing out the tune's hypnotic signature riff with 
Egyptian percussion and a violin solo of heartbreaking 
lyricism. There are also several new songs, including the 
gorgeous ballad "Wonderful One" and a collaboration 
with Gnawa musicians in Morocco titled "Wah Wah." 
At best, Plant contends, this project has only a tan-

gential relation to the past. "We're going to talk about 
our music and our ambitions. But they are very present 
tense and future tense. The fact that we played together 
before is just convenient, because we can get a lot of for-
malities out of the way when we're writing new songs." 

Convenient, yes—especially the convenience of being 
rock legends whose slightest hint of a reunion has been 
enough to set fans, promoters and label execs drooling 
with anticipation. Page credits "MTV Unplugged" with 
setting this project in motion. The TV show's interest 
should come as no surprise to Musician readers. As 
MTV's John Canelli noted in these pages last year, "speak-
ing for everyone who is involved with the show, a Jimmy 
Page and Robert Plant reunion...would be the ultimate." 
Of course, as Page points out, "By the time we 

applied ourselves to the overall project, and making it 
work, and getting numbers together, it was totally 

LDN'T WRITE WE 
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FIVE $1111,A1&Wen Qiiitar! 
GO GIBSON on CompuServe! 

• Buy a Gibson and receive a FREE CompuServe membership! 

• Type "GO GIBSON", then interview Gibson endorsees and receive 

product information 24 hours a day "on-line"! 

• Enter to win a $ 10,000 Gibson Centennial Guitar on 

CompuServe today! 
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e CompuServe To join CompuServe call 1-800-524-3388 and ask for Rep. 548 
Gibson Guitar Corp. o 641 Massman Drive • Nashville, TN 37210-3781 • ( 800)4-GIBSON 





The Fusion of Space, Sight and Sound 

Ten years ago, the Electro-Voice S-200 speaker system set the standard for portable, lightweight speaker systems. And the 
S-200 has been unrivaled in performance...untii now. 

Introducing System 200Tm Modular Pro Audio: the best lightweight, compact sound system that modern technology can 
produce. 

• The Sx200—a 39-lb, full-range system that puts out more than 126 dB continuous—more than double that of any 
comparable speaker! 

• The Sb120a—a 34-16 bass module that contains a 400-watt amplifier and a 12-inch woofer that thinks it's a 15! 

• The Xp200—combines a crossover with a little electronic magic for results you can hear and feel! 

Together, these elements define a new standard of performance that you can carry in one hand. 

So get to your EV dealer and experience System 200N Modular Pro Audio. Demo it—and get a free T-shirt 
Buy it—and add the fusion of spare, sight and sound to your performance. 

Ey Electro-Voice, Inc. 600 Cecil Street Buchanan, Michigan 49107 616/695-6831 800/234-6831 In Canada: 613/382-2141 



We've got the 
stardari for consistent quality, 
ccuities, GHS has set the worlit world on N(DV./ so d in more than.6j 

perso liE lized service and the 

favcri:e electr c gui:a - and bass 

stringiuking :echnology has 
pr3duced Boomars :he world's 

strings:. as well as maw oustic,. string. 
variatyof string choices. Since 
1%4, ou leadership im 

classical and !specialty string products,. 

After 3G years, G H S. proc uicts 
are st /he resu t of 
uncompromisiing value.s, 
crafted around a 
coniimitnent that 
says, when you 
buy GiHS, you' bLy 
the wcrild's 
best. 

fir 
The Sariog Siyenalists ' 
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a ll tf: 

Mfg. by.G.H.S. Corp., 2813 Wilber Ave., 
Battle Creek, MI e9015 USA 
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NSONIQ KT76 
0 R KSTATIO' 

Among the important attributes of any 

music workstation are polyphony and 

RQM capacity. Ensoniq's KT76 

($2495), witl 64 voices, is a monster 

in the first area and holds its own in 

the second with 6 megs of sampled 

sounds, incRAing Básendorfer and 

Baldwin pianos and a full GM comple-

ment. The 73-key weighted keyboard 

can be tuned to 34 intonations. A 16-

track sequencer, 13 multieffects and 

a host of performance features round 

out the package. • Ensoniq, 155 

Great Valley Pkwy., P.O. Box 3035. 

Malvern, PA 19355; voice (610) 647-

3930, fax (610) 647-8908. 
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AUDIO-TECH NICA 
MIDNIGHT BLUES 
Whether touring or playing locally, 

bands need inexpensive mikes that 

can stand up to rough handling. Audio-

Technica's Midnight Blues ($59—$99) 

are low- and high impedance dynamic 

mikes firished in gun-metal blue. All 

four MB models feature silent, lock-

ing on/off switches and internal 

shock-mounting for reduced handling 

noise. • Audio-Technica, 1221 Com-

merce Dr., Stcw, OH 44224; voice 

(216) 686-2600., fax ( 216) 

688-3752. 

.1.)"."-"-"" 7 EL ce 
Epiphone's El Capitan acoustic/elec-

tric bass ($949) features a maple 

body, spruce top and rosewood finger-

board .and bridge. The jumbo body pro-

duces a full-bodied unamplified tone; 

e'ectronics include parametric EQ and 

both low- and high-impedance outputs. 

• Epiphone, 1818 Elm Hill Pike, 

Nashville, TN 37210-3781; voice 

(615) 871-4500, fax (615) 889-5509. 
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MOTU F ES-YL 
ENC 

Sequencers are updated, hut the ideas 

Lnilellyilg their nesign 

changed. MOTU's FreeS 

($199) -takes a fresh 

uni:es pattern-based a' 

ing FreeStyie uses "ens 

ers" and "takes" to minimize interfer-

ence with the creative process. For 

example„ during " auto loop" recording, 

there's no need to set loop lengths; the 

program Degins to lir)op when you stop 

plaving. FreeStyle cr•says notation as 

yo L recard or editing and printing. 

• NO—U, 1230 Mas-chusetts Ave.. 

Carniridge, MA 02138. voice 

(617) 576-3609, fax 

(617)576-3609. 

remain un-

e Mac 

that 

ord-

"play-

HAMER M1PAGE 
With. the Mirage ($ 1499), Hamer cap-

tures the vintage spirit in an original 

design.. The arched top is cut from 

bookmatched koa backed with mahog7 

any, while the long-scale mahogany 

neck features a pitched I-Feedstock for 

increased sustain and tuning stability. 

The briidge is a WlIkinson VSV non-

locki ng tremolo, and the pickup oonfig-

uration includes three Duncan Rails.. 

• Hamer c/o Kaman, P.O. Box 507, 

Blloomfield, CT 06002; voice (1203) 

243-7941, fax ,(203) 243-7102. 

ZENDRUM 
CONTROLLEÍ 
The combination of MI 

piing may be powerful enough even 

to get drummers out from berrnd 

their kits. Zendrum's Z-1 strap-on 

MIDI controller ($ 1250) provides 24 

finger-activated triggers that can be 

programmed for four- layer velocity 

crossfades. Confi 

drum machines a 

it offers 127 assign 

set note maps for pitched music and 

a trigger pedal input. • Zendrum, P.O. 

Box 15369, Atlanta, GA 30333-

0369; voice ( 404) 8 6824, fax 

(404)874-5845. 
  - 

for various 

d modules, 

kits. 16 pre-

k:-
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COMPUTERIZE THAT AXE: 
NEW GUITAR SOFTWARE 
T N THE competitive world of music software, few stones remain 

unturned. Nonetheless, guitarists represent an untapped market. 

Perhaps it's the technophobic side of their ongoing love affair with 

vintage gear—but, then again, even drummers have an easier time 
finding high-tech toys to call their own. More likely, it's the fact that 

guitarists haven't needed to buy a computer just to keep on top of the 
state of the art, as keyboard players and recording engineers have. But 

things are changing. Thanks to the efforts of a few small companies, 
six-string slingers may find that a computer is a welcome addition to 
their arsenal. 

Obviously, you'll appeal to more guitarists if you level out the 
MIDI learning curve. The advent of General MIDI made this a viable 
proposition, and PG Music takes advantage of it to make Jazz Gui-

tarist for Windows a breeze to run. This program is an enhanced 
music-minus-one machine, playing back sequenced GM arrange-
ments to 60 jazz standards (including the guitar part). You can mute 
any part and control tempo, key and patch selection. As each piece 
plays, the screen displays notation and note positions via keyboard 

and guitar-neck graphics. The quali-

ty of the arrangements is exceptional 
—particularly the guitar parts, 
which are surprisingly authentic 

(having been entered by a real gui-
tarist playing a MIDI guitar). Priced 
at $49, Jazz Guitarist is a useful prac-

tice tool and an excellent value. 

If you're not quite proficient 
enough at jazz to play along with a 
simulated band, you might hone 

your skills using Six String Software's GuitarWorks ($79) and SDG 
Soft's Scale Magic ($89). Essentially, both are multimedia databases for 
IBM/DOS (compatible with Creative Labs SoundBlaster and Roland 
MPU-401). 

GuitarWorks has four major components: an interactive pitch pipe 
for tuning, a chord/interval identifier (you fill in a block diagram, Gui-

tarWorks names the chord), a rudimentary sequencer, and a chord dic-
tionary with 5300 entries representing 44 chard 

types. If you look up, say, G7, the screen displays 

block diagrams of several inversions of G7; when you 
click on a diagram, you can hear what it sounds like 
and see the fingering on a graphic guitar neck at the 
bottom of the screen. Usingthe recorder/editor, you 
can sequence chords and solo lines into patterns, edit 
them and play them back. (Six String also offers a 30-
lesson disk called Scales & Riffs, a collection of 
sequenced guitar arrangements of Christmas songs, 
and a helpful book/disk combination entitled Haw to 
Play Guitar, $15 each). 

In addition to chords, Scale Magic displays, plays 

and prints out scales and arpeggios. Selecting from a 
series of menus, first you specify a chord type and 
inversion, which is displayedon a graphic guitar neck. 
Then the menu presents various scales and modes to 

use while soloing over the chord; when you select 
one, its notes and fingering are superimposed on the 
neck, color-coded for easy reading. Likewise, you can 

view superimposed notes and fingerings for the 
arpeggiated version of the chord; typing the left and 

right arrow keys enables you to view higher and 

lower portions of the fretboard. As with Guitar-
Works, there's a "progression editor" with which you 

can sequence your own idiomatic guitar arrange-
ments to play along with. Five add-on Style Modules 
($19 each, five for $76) provide rudimentary backup 
so you can apply what you've learned. 

If you're in a more creative frame of mind, you 
might want to turn to Howling Dog's Power Chords 

After years 

of chasing 
keyboard 

players, 

software 

companies 

are turning 

their 

attention to 
guitarists. 

BY J. ARIF VERNER 
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IF LOUD IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN GOOD, SKIP THIS AD. 

When amplifying an ¡tomtit: 

guitar, some players have one 

criterion— volume. For them. any 

pickup is fine. But if achieving 

great sound were as simple as 

slapping a pickup in a sound 

hole, we wouldn't have been 

0 long. At 
Fishman, we've 

always had one 

goal. To amplify, while Initillid111 -

ing natural acoustic sound. lake. 

for example. our industry-stdii, 

dard passive ceramic pickup. the 

AG- 125. Or our Acoustic Mati ix 

Hot, and Natural Pickups 4 ith 

their active, low-impedame de-

sign and unique sensing material 

for unmatched sen-

sitivity, 

dynamic 

range and 

balanced response. Both die 

standard equipment un the 

world's finest guitars. Also no 

slouch: our portable Model G 

Pre-amp. Plus the equally Coa' enient Pro EQ. Finally, theme's 

our Acoustic and 

Pocket Blendere 

Series which 

offers true, clean 

around for so 

sound from a combination ut 

pickup and mini-micrupholie 

And there's more. It you Ldie 

about sound quality. send $2 toi 

a color catalog to Fishiiida 

Transducers, 340-D Foidhdia 

Road, Wilmington, MA 01887. 

Then again, if all you care about 

is volume—skip it. 

FISHMAN 1 TRANSDUCEHS 



"They LAUGHED when 1 
I said they could have 

Perfect Pitch 
...until I showed them 

the secret!" 
The TRUE STORY 

by David L. Burge 

I T ALL STARTED in ninth grade as a sort 
of teenage rivalry. 
I would slave at the piano for five 

hours daily. Linda didn't practice any-
where near that amount. But somehow 
she always seemed to have an edge 
which made her the star performer 
of our school. It was frustrating. 

What does she have that I don't?1 
would wonder. 

Linda's best friend, Sheryl, sensed 
my growing competition. One day she 
bragged on and on about Linda, adding 
more fuel to my the. "You could nester 
be as good as Linde she taunted me. 
"Linda's got Perfect Pitch." 

"What's Perfect Pitch?" I asked. 
Sheryl gloated over a few of Linda's 

uncanny musical abilities: how she 
could name any tone or chord—just 
by ear, how she could sing any pitch 
she wanted—farm mere memory; and 
how she could even play songs after 
only listening to them on the radio! 
My heart sank. Her fantastic EAR is 

the key to her success I thought. How 
could I ever hope to compete with her? 

But later t doubted Sheryl's story. 
How could anyone possibly know Ft 
tar Bk just by listening? An ear like that 
would give someone a mastery of the 
entire musical language! 

It bothered me. Did Linda really 
have Perfect Pitch?! finally got up the 
nerve and point-blank asked linda if 
the rumors were true. 
"Yee she nodded to me aloofly. 
But Perfect Pitch was too good to 

believe. I rudely pressed, "Can I test 
you sometime?" 
"Or she replied cheerfully 

I couldn't wait to call 
her bluff... 
My plan was ingeniously simple: 
I picked a moment when Linda least 

suspected it. Then 1 boldly challenged 
her to name tones for me—byear. 
I made sure she had not been play-

ing any music. I made her stand so she 
could not see the piano keyboard. I 
made certain other classmates could 
not help her. I set everything up so I 
could expose Linda's Perfect Pitch 
claims as a ridiculous joke. 

Nervously I platted my testing 
strategy. Linda appeared serene. 

With silent apprehension I selected a 
tone to play. ( She'll never guess Fe!) 

I had barely touched the key. 
"Fr she said. 
I was astonished. 
I quickly played another tone. She 

didn't even stop to think. Instantl:y she 
announced the correct pitch. 

Frantically, 1 played more anti more 
tones, here and there on thekeyboard, 
but each time she would somehow 
know the pitch—without eftiert. She 
was SO amazing—she could identify 
tones as easily as colors! 

"Sing an Et:' I demanded, deter 
mined to mess her up. 

With barely a pause she sang the 
proper pitch. I had her sing tone after 
tone. But as I checked her on the key-
board, I found that she sangeach note 
perfectly on pitch. 
I was totally boggled. "How in the 

world do you do it?" I blurted. 
"I don't know:' she sighed. And to 

my dismay, that was all I could get out 
of her! 

The dazzle of Perfect Pitch hit me 
hard. My head was dizzy with disbe-
lief, yet from that moment on I knew 
Perfect Pitch is real 

Autumn 1970 

"How in the world do you do it?" I 
blurted. I was totally boggled. 

I couldn't figure it out... 
-How does c,he " I kcpt asking 

myself. On the other hand, why doesn't 
everyone know musical tones by ear? 

Then it dawned on me that most 
musicians can't tell C from Ce, or 
A major from F major—like artists 
who brush painting after painting 
without ever knowing green from 
turquoise. It all seemed so odd and 
contradictory. I found myself even 
more mystified than before. 

Humiliated and puzzled, I went 
home to work on this problem. At 
age 14, this was a hard ran to crack. 

You can be sure I tried it myself. 
I would sweet-talk my three brothers 
and two sisters into playing tones for 
ine„ then guess each pitch by ear. My 
many attempts were dismal failures. 

So I tried playing the tones over 
and oven in order to memorize them. 
1 tried to feet the "highness" or "low-
ness" of each pitch. I tried day after 
day to learn and absorb those elusive 
tones. But nothing worked. I simply 
could nat recognize the pitches by ear. 

After weeks in vain, I finally gave 
up. Linda's gift was indeed extraordi-
nary. But for me, it was out of reach. 

Then it happened... 
It was like a miracle. A twist of fate. 

Like finding the lost Holy Grail. 
Once I had stopped straining my 

ear, I started to listen NATURALLY. 
Then the incredible secret to Perfect 
Pitch jumped right into my lap. 

I began to notice faint "colors" 
within the tones. Not visual colors, 
but colors of pitch, colors of sound. 
I hey had always been there. But this 
was the first time I Lad ever "let go'2--
and listened—to discover these subtle 
differences within the musical tones. 

Soon I too could recognize the tones 
by ear! It was simple. I could hear how 

sounds one way, while Bk has a 
different pitch colorsound—sort 
of like "listening" to red and blue! 

The realization lut me: THIS IS 
PERFECT PITCH! This is how Bach, 
Beethoven and Mozart could men-
tally envision their masterpieces— 
and name tones, chords and keys 
all by ear —by tuning in to these 
subtle "pitch colors" within the tones. 

It was almost childish- 1 felt 
sure that anyone could unlock their 
own Perfect Pitch by learning this 
simple secret of "color hearing!' 

Éxitedly I told my best friend 
Ann ( a flutist) that she could have 
Perfect Pitch too. She laughed at me. 

You have to be burn with Perfect 
Pitch," she asserted. 

"You just don't understand how 
easy Perfect Pitch is:" I explained. 
I showed her how to listen. 

Timidly, 4ie confessed that she too 
could hear the pitch colors. From 
this discovery, it wasn't long before 
Ana had also acquired Perfect Pitch! 
We became instant school celebrities. 
Classmates loved to test our abilities, 
leas :ng everyone awed and amazed 
by the power of our uirtuoso ears. 

Way back then I did not know the 
impact I would have when years later 
I explained my discovery to college 
music professors. I was surprised that 
many of them laughed at me at first. 
You may have guessed it—they told 
me, "One must be born with Perfect 
Pitch!' Yet once I revealed the simple 
secret to Perfect Pitch—and they 
heard for themselves—you'd be 
surprised at how fast they would 
change their tune! 

As I continued my own music 
studies, my Perfect Pitch ear allowed 
me to progress far faster than I ever 
thought possible. I even skipped over 
two required college courses. Perfect 
Pitch made everything much easier— 
performing, composing, arranging, 
sight-reading, transposing, improvis-
ing—and it enhanced my enjoyment 
of music as well! I learned that music 
is definitely a HEARING art. 

And as for Linda? 
Oh yes— time eventually found me 

at the end of my senior year of high 
school, with my final chance to outdo 
Linda. Our local university sponsored 
a music festival each spring. I went all 
out for it. Guess what? I scored an A+ 
in the most advanced performance 
category. Linda only got an A. 

Sweet victory was music to my 
ears— mine at last! 

THESE DAYS, thousands of musicians and two 
university studies have already proven my 

Perfect Pitch method. Now I'd like to show YOU 
how to experience your own Perfect Pitch! 

I hope you won't laugh as you picture yourself 
with various Perfect Pitch skills—like naming 
tones and chords by ear with laser-like accuracy! 
I think you will be surprised at just how simple 
Perfect Pitch really is—and how very valuable. 

showyou! Just call or write TODAY for your 
FREE Perfect Pitch Lesson #1! 

For fastest delivery, call 24 hours: 

(515) 472-3100 
FAX: ( 515) 472-2700 

Ma NM MI Mini Mi 

FREE 
PERFECT PITCH 
LESSON #1! 

-- Please rush me my 
FREE Perfect Pitch Lesson # 1 
(written) with no obligation. Show me 
how I can gain Perfect Pitch for myself— 
to uncover deeper levels of my own talent. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 

Mail to: 

American Educational 
Music Publications, Inc. 

Music Resources Building, Dept. R-57 
1106 E. Burlington, Fairfield, IA 52556 
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"OUR HOME STUDIOS expanded a lot when we were 

making records with them, like Apollo 18," states John Flans-

burgh, half of the terminally twisted duo They Might Be 

Giants. "Home recording is really the origin of the hand: We 

lived in the same building and started sharing equipment. We 

were a band that made tapes, rather than a band that played in 

their garage. We're a bedroom band." 

Indeed, the studio assembled by the Giants' other half, 

John Linnell, crowds one wall of his bedroom in the rough-

and-tumble Brooklyn enclave called Williamsburg. Here, and 

down the street at Flansburgh's, they concoct demos from 

which bassist Tony Maimone and drummer Brian Doherty, 

who joined for the new Elektra albumfohn Henry,-flesh out 

their parts. 

The heart of Lin nell's system is an Apple Macintosh Ilci 

O running MOTU's Performer sequencer and Mosaic notatoi 
(for horn arrangements), ‘onnected to an Opcode Studio Plus 

Two MIDI interface 0 and Timecode Machine sync box O. 

A Cutting Edge hard disk 0 alongside Linnell's Music Mart 

accordion 0 doubles as a pedestal for a Bundy bass clarinet 

0—which is not to ignore his prized Buescher bass sax O. A 

Yamaha MJC8 0 distributes MIDI to his E-mu Proteus FX 

0 (" this is what I'm using live now") and Vintage Keys 0, 

Roland R-8M percussion module (D and U-220 0, plus a Casio 

VZ-lom e bought in a closeout sale. " It's the end of the leg-

endary CZ line," he laments. " It's got some weird, cheap 

sounds you can't get any other way." An Akai 61000KB sam-

pler 0 also serves as a master MIDI keyboard. When he's in a 

picking mood, Lionel! picks up a Gibson SG from the early 

'60s O. A Boss TU-12H 0 helps keep it in tune. 

The instruments, plus a Sennheiser 421 mike e, feed a 
Tascam 688 eight-track cassette deck 0. " It has all these line 

inputs," Linnell points out. " I can mix all my sequenced 

tracks and still have seven tape tracks for bass clarinet." For 

effects, fie uses a Vrai 7110 compressor/limiter, Lexicon 

PCM42 delay E), Yamaha SPX9011 multieffect unit eland Korg 

DRV-1000 reverb 0. He mixes to a Sony TC-WR690 cassette 

deck G and Panasonic SV-3700 DAT 0, amplified by a 

Haller PRO2400 Oand Design Acoustics PS-10 speakers e 
Hansburgh (who considers his Arbiter Fuzz Face 0 "the 

ultimate fuzzbox") has a similar rig—only " much more diffi-

cult to operate." In fact, he hopes to go back to a more primi-

tive setup. " I look back on having an open-reel four-track," he 

muses, "where 1 could just plug my guitar into the front. The 

minute you get a patch bay—unless you really are an engi-

neer—you can't work as efficiently. It seems efficient because 

it's much more versatile. But home recording isn't about ver-

satility. It's about getting the idea down quick." 

BY TED GREENWALD 

PHOTOGRAPH BY CHRIS CARROLL 
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Kenny Neal's HOODOO MOON, available now on ALLIGATOR 
CDs & Cassettes at Amadeus Music, Portland ME; 

HOODOO MOON Phantasmagoria, Wheaton MD; Audio Corner, 

Sarasota FL; Rockin' Robin's, Macomb IL; 

Waterloo Records, Austin TX; Lamar's Records, Long Beach CA; Music Millenium, 
Portland OR; and at other finer record stores. Or, to order with your Visa, 

MasterCard, or Discover, call Toll Free 1-800-344-5609, or fax your order to 1-312-274-3391. 



EVIEWS 
Munsters o 

SLAYER 
Divine Intervention 

(AMERICAN) 

DANZIG 
Danzig 4 

(AMERICAN) 

M EGADETH 
Youthanasia 

(CAPrTOL) 

I F YOU'RE STARTING TO GET A LITTLE UNEASY 

about all those wamen-in-rock features, interviews, 

cover stories—starting to fed that the old imperatives are 

slipping away, that there's too many Nancys and not 

enough Slug,gos holding down the fort these days—then 

this one's for you. Three new releases from certified 

heavy-hitting members of the hairy-chested he-man 

metal club proving that there's still one thing that white 

males can do better than any other peoples—and that's 

make big balisy metal records. 

Okay, enough unveiled sarcasm, let's start ripping 

into these clowns. I mean, take Slayer. Don't they ever 

get tired of the old buzzsaw routine? Does anybody 

over 15 really, honestly get off on this stuff? If it's meant 

to be a parody, they should have quit about five albums 

ago—no joke holds up under endless repetition. Simi-

larly, if you want to look at it as a kind of avant-garde 

conceptual thing—music stripped down to essentials of 

sound and rhythm, tempo changes supplanting 

melody's function as structure signifier—yeah, well 

that's not exactly a long-haul idea either. And what's 

worse, the guys are starting to sound confused. Sure, we 

still get stuff like " Serenity in Murder" (title tells all) and 

"213," which has the unbeatable combo of murder, rape 

and cannibalism, but what's the deal with "Dittoheads" 

—the title refers to the self-absorption of those poor 

bastards who admire Rush Limbaugh—a song which 

decries the lack of tougher penalties for violent offend-

ers, or "Circle of Relief," a plea for greater tolerance of 

other people's ideas, fer Chrissake? You're sending 

mixed signals, dudes. 

Glenn Danzig of Danzig fame would never do that. 

Now this guy's focused. Unfortunately what he's 

focused on is making tastefully gloomy metal ("tasteful-

ly" in the sense of devising the kind of relatively low-

keyed, thought-out guitar parts that could land you on 

the cover of Musician), while lyrically coming across as a 

combination of Jesus Christ and Dr. Kevorkian (is that 

redundant?)...he wants to save you, he wants to kill you, 

you know the drill. I'll give him points, though, for hav-

ing an unpretentious approach to lyric writing, stylisti-

ILLUSTRATION BY nRIC WHITE 



VIRGIN BIRTH. 

FLYING REINDEER. 

CHRISTMAS MUSIC THAT DOESN'T SUCK. 

(GEE, MIRACLES REALLY CAN HAPPEN.) 

T-4E POINTER SISTERS EURYTHMIES WHITNEY MISSTÓ I1/4' ..' .• ...›.-.... - . :RLIeL'. E PRINOSTEEN & TH 
THE PRETENDERS JOHN r:CUGAR ME _LE4CAMP ETINE, RLIN D.M.C. I.J2 MADONNA BOB SEC—: R & THE S 
BULLET BAND BR'fAN ADAMS 8:.N JO" ALISON MOYET STEvIE NICKS Tam PETTY & THE REAPTEIR SAKERS RANDY TRAVIS 
LUTHER VANDROSS FRANK SIN,TRA/CY,101 LAUPER SoYz II MIN JON BC3•1 JOVI PALL VOUNE ARETHA FRANKLIN RONNIE 
SPECTOR/DARLENE LOVE MICHAE._ BOL-TON EX7REME BOMNIE RAITT AND Ci-, ARLES BR OWN TE'N CAM:Rae-I_ DEBBIE OISSCIN 

VANESSA WILL AS ANN & NANZY WILSON ' W ILS3`. PHILL FS EINEAD O'CONNOR 

EXECUTiv: ViCKI RtIEEP- 3AGENT S-U7ivER 
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JIMMY WILGUS & THE PEITPLEINEW YO 
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Edegy year, thousands of aspri 

ulsigned artists record demc 

tEpes, but only a few can be the 

best. Musician is pleased to pre-

sent the winners of our Best Un-

signed Band competition, as 

jwigad by our panel of music wrt-

MID BYRNE ROSANKE -CASH 

GRAND POU 

KAREN SAVOCA [SYRACUSE, NY) 



ers and editors and chosei by 

fhal-rouldl j.Jeges. David Bvrne, 

Rosaine Caf.EF, Scnny Rollins and 

Butch Viç Cs ated judge Flea infor-

tunately wEnt missire Thanks 

again to all who participated and 

cong ,-atutEtio-i•s to the v‘...nners: 

SONNY ROLLINS BUTCH VIG 

LESION, SC1 

ALEX BALLARD & SHARFOOT 
(MILWAUKEE, WI] 

saé•ceideornai...eine ." 

TED 302 EPLEASANTONiAlid, 
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It's your All Access pass to 

the music industry—complete 

with names, numbers, address-
es and contacts—all the infor-

mation you need to get your 

music heard. 

everything you 

Please send me copies of the MUSiCians Guide 

to Touring and Promotion. Enc!oaei± is check/ 

money order for 57.95 each (includes P&H; $8.95 

CAN, $9.95 overseas). 

Please send me copias of :ne Whole Guitar 

Book. Enclosed is check/money order for $5.50 each 

i:includes P&H; SG 53 CAN, $7.50 overseas). 

I% ame   

Address  

ty   State  Zip  

Send to: Musician Special Editions, PO Box 2163, Marion, 
OH 43305-2163 

IDTGBJ4-XI 



102 4/87 Robed Cray, Los Lobos, Simpt; Fed 

104 6/87 Springsteer, The Blasters, Keith Jarrett 

112 2/88 McCsirtney, Stanley Clarke, Buster Poindexter 

113 3/88 Robert Plant, 1NXS, Wynton Marsalis 

115 5/88 Stevie Wonder, Sonny Rollins, ioni Mitchell, Johnny Cash 

116 6/88 Sinead O'Connor, Neil Young, " racy Chapman 

118 8/88 Pink Floyd. New Order, SnitIrereens 

119 9/88 ZZ Tgp, Carlos Santana/Wayir Shorter, Vernon Reid 

120 10/88 Keith Richards, Crowded House, Depeche Mod', 

121 11/88 Prince, Steve Winwood, Raney Newman 

122 12/88 Guns N' Rgses, Midnight Oil, Glyn Johns 

123 1/89 Year in Music '88, Metallica, Jark Bruce, Fishbone 

125 3/89 Elvis Costello, Jeff Healey, Sgric Youth 

126 4/89 Lou Reed, John Cale, Joe San- aid 

128 6/89 Peter Gabriel, Charles Mingus, Husker Du 

129 7/89 The Who, The Cure, Ziggy Marley 

131 9/89 Jeff deck, Laura Nyro, Billy Sheehan 

133 11/89 The • B0s, Daniel Lanois, Syd Straw 

135 1/9C Aermmithi NRBQ, Richard Thompson 

137 3/90 George Harrison, The Kinks, Abcullah Ibrahim 

138 4/90 Tom Petty, Lenny Kravitz, Rim, The Silos 

139 5/90 Paul McCnrtney, Cecil Taylor. Kronos Quartet 

140 6/9C Robert Plant, Suzanne Vega, goial II Soul, Drums 

143 9/90 Steve Val, Michael Stipe, Melmiiteen/McLaughlin 

144 10/90 INXS, Neville Bros., Lou Reed/Vaclay Havel 

146 12/91 Slasb, Replacements, Waiierticys Pixies 

147 1/91 Robirt Johnson, Bruce Hornsby, Soul Asylum 

148 2/91 Pink Floyd, Neil Young, Art glabey, Black Crowes 

149 3/91 Jerry Garcia/Elvis Costel.o, ' WA, Pink Floyc 

150 4/9i. REM., Top Managers' Rouigitable, AC/DC 

151 5/91_ Edcie Vail Halen, Fishbone, 'Fyrds, Chris Isaak 

152 6/91 Stenie Ray Vaughan, Morrissey, Drum Special 

153 7/91 Borinie R.litt, Tim Buckley, Icinpy Rollins 

154 8/91 15th  Ann versary Issue, Sting, Stevie Wonder 

155 9/91 Paul McCartney, Axl Rose, David Bowie 

156 10/91 Dire Straits, Jesus Jones, Maria-tney Part 2 

157 11/91 Jim; Hendrix, Frank Zappa, 'rimes, Eddy/Fogerty 

158 12/91 Miles CaYis, Robbie Roberts:in, Massive Attack 

159 1/92 Megadeals!, Nirvana, Earl Palmer 

160 2/92 Fear of Rep, Eric Clapton 

162 4/97 Def Leppard, k.d. lang, Live 

163 5/92 Drugs, Booze & Creativity, Lyle Lovett, Mikes 

164 6/91' Guns N' Roses, Metalliza, Genesis 

165 7/92 Led Zeppelin, Faith No More, 1-Bone Burnet/Sam Phillips 

166 8/92 David Girnour, Robert Wyatt/Bill Nelson 

167 9/92 U2, Big Guitar Special, Genrge Harrison 

168 10/92 Playing w th Elvis Presley, Producer's Specia 

170 12/92_- Rover Waters, Prince, Bob Weir 

171 1/95 Bed of '92: Extreme, Chili Peppers, Bobby Ercwn, Tom Waits 

172 2/91 Si 100 Greetest Guitarists, Pau Simon, Robber Ford 

173 3/95 Mick Jagger, Hothouse Flowers, Annie Lennox 

174 4/93 Ned Voting/Peter Buck, Herr'), Rollins, Sting 

175 5/93 World Pnrty, Stevie Ray Vaaghan, PJ Harvey 

176 6/9'3. Speech/Curtis Mayfield, Scal Asylum, Chris steak 

17- 7/93 Pere Townshend, Getting Sinned, Primus 

178 8/93 Guitar Special, Steve Val, Bono, Waterboys 

179 WM Steely Dan, Belly/Breeders Daniel Lanois 

180 10/93 Nirvana Jeff Beck, Depeche Mode, Verve 

181 11/cE. Pearl Jam, Counting Crow., Liz Phair, Producer's Spec al 

182 12/93 End of tie Music Business, _emonheads, The Band 

183 1/94 Flea, Big Graham, Max Reach 

184 2/94 Zappa, leff Buckley, Slash OAT 

:8,5 3/94 Nine In h Nails, Elvis Cos-ella, Kate Bush 

lEt6 4,F91 Lyle Lovett, Soundgarden, AAA Radio, Afghar Whigs 

1E7 5,tiii1 Counting Crows, Rickie LeJones/Leo Kottkr, Bjork 

1.68 6/94 Dricline of English Rock, J enes, Perry Farrell 

1E9 7,.,11 Jazz Special, Branford Marsais, Smashing Pumpkins 

SP1 Best of the Beatles and Roll no Stones 

Please send nie the fuliowing selections. I have enclosed S5.00 for each issue ( S6.03 
outside of the U.S.—U.S funds only). 

LP 

GUNS N' ROSES 

Ornil:f1 RPM  

M  SCAN 

- ICE CUBE 

JIMI HENDRIX 

I have ordered issues of MUSICIAN at S.5.00 each ( S6.00 outside of the U.S.--U.S. 

funds ONLY). Enclosed is check/money order for S 

Name 

Address 

City _ State _ Zip _ 

Send check/money order to Musician Bick Issues, PC Box 2163, Marion OH. 43305-2163. 



THE MUSICIAN GUIDE TO BACKSTAGE PASSES 

AFTERSROW ONLY 
The rock " ni roll equivalent of 

a kick-me sign. By the time 

they let you backstage not 

only is the band gone, so e.\<' e are the potato chips. e s 
ov• s 

tee' 7\e GUEST 

10e
. You're in with the radio station contest winners 

and Strawberry's clerks. If you're lucky you might be 

led in a herd of 30 goons clutching lnstamatic cameras 

and autograph books to have a group photo taken with the drum roadie. 

V.I.P. 
To you it means "Very Important Person." 

To the road crew it means "Visitor Is 

Pest." This credential will allow you to 

spend the whole concert in a small room 

at the back of the arena (or, if you're in a 

stadium, a sports bar far from the stage) 

eating pretzels and drinking complimenta-

ry Yoo-Hoo. Watch the look of pity on the 

management rep's face when you ask, 

"Is the band coming by later?" 

LOCAL CREW 
The bad side is, you get paid minimum 

wage to stand with your arms folded 

and your back to the band, keeping kids 

off the stage while the bass causes 

your spine to spasm. The good side is, 

you can drag drunks under the stage 

and beat them up. 

MANAGEMENT GUEST 
Well, now you're 

getting some-

,. where! With this 

pass you, some 

Canadian record 

execs with 

comb-overs and 

a handful of 
cadaverous 

- bleached blonde 

e 

Flock of Seagulls 
Reunion Tour 94/5 

MANAGEMENT 

GU ST 

rated for the night with two rented couches 

and a potted palm. You will be offered cham-

pagne in paper cups and an assortment of 

crackers. You will watch the show from the 

soundboard. You will never get 

near the band. You will pretend 

not to care. 

CREW 
This lets you eat the cold stew in catering, run on and off-

stage carrying heavy equipment and sweat up a too-short 

tour T-shirt that leaves two inches of your belly hanging out. 

If you try to grab a slice of 

turkey loaf from 

the band's 

untouched cater-

ing tray, however, 

you'll get your 

wrist broken. 

Flock of Seagulls 
Reunion Tour 94 /5 

women in fur coats will be escorte▪ d s▪ tr▪ aight past the -  i 

dressing rooms and into a nice yellow locker room deco-

111111111 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY JEFF CHRISTIANSEN 

ALL ACCESS 
Don't get cocky. "All ac 

means you can stroll between the 

semi-trucks, inspect the buffet and 

hobnob with the opening act's road 

manager, but try and use it to walk 

in on the star's massage and you'll 

be quickly turned around and point-

ed back toward the onion dip. 

Flock of Seagulls 
Reunion Tour 94/5 

All ACCESS 



SR SERIES II, THINK OF IT 
AS FREEDOM OF CHOICE. 

There's a little sometbingfirr 
everyone in SR Series r. From 
small combo vocal reinforcement to 
large club systems, from mobile DJ 
and recorded music reproduction to 
stage nwnitoring, first fills and 
main PA stacks in concert 
applications. SR Series II bas 
evolved to be the first choice of 
musicians and sound engineers 
world wide. liere's what this 
evolution has produced. 

MORE MODELS 

You have a greater number of 
configurations from which to 
choose. With more systems 
containing bgeformat 
compression drivers plus a dual 18-
inch suberndfer system. SR Series II 
is sure to have the Loudspeaker 
systems to fit your needs. 

OPTIMIZED 
APERTURE-
TECHNOLOGY 

Our newest born 
tecbnokgy, available 
in five models. yields 

outstanding pattern control 
(90°X 50°) and exhibits the lowest 
midband distortion we have ever 
achieved in large format systems. 
Equally important, the 2447J 
compression driver extends high 
frequency response well above 
18 kllz, virtually eliminating the 
need for a separate tweeter. 

INNOVATIVE COMPONENT 
DESIGNS 

Many of the models incorporate 
recent breakthroughs in component 
design. The 211911 has been 
engineeredfor extra output power 
capability in dedicated midrange 
applications. Our 241711 small 
format compression driver 
incorporates the lightest diaphragm 

we have ever 
made, 
resulting in 
exceptional 
transient 
response, 
enhanced 
high 
frequency 

clarity and 
crisp, clear 

vocals. 

ROADWORTHY coNNErrons 
& CROSSOVER NETWORKS 

You now have the choice of Speak-
Ong connectors or phone jacks. 
Speak-On :c permit the use of multi-
conductor cabk for quick and 
reliable 
set-ups. 
Or you 
can choose 
the 
simplicity 
and 
convenience of 
1/4-inch phone jacks. 
The input terminal cup is made of 
beavy gauge steel to endure years of 
road use and abuse. A hem-duty 
rotary switch makes selecting 
Passive or Bi-amp operational 
modes quick, easy and reliable. 
Crossover networks have been re-
engineered to survive years of road 
work and offer outstanding acoustic 

11BL 

perfirinance. Highest quality close 
tolerance capacitors, high power 
resistors and kw insertion-loss 
inductors assure the smoothest 
possible acoustic response. 
Regardless of your application, kuge 
or small. you can turn to SR Series II 

for the most 
reliable sound 
reinforcement 
solutions. 
Forcomplete 
technical 
information 

via flux, call the 
FlashFax number 

below Better yet, stop by your local 
JBL Professional dealer for a 
personal demonstration 

fBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 
(818) 893-8411 FlasbFax-: (818) 895-8190, Reference 512 

H A Harman International Company 



We put a lot into the yamaha 

John Patitucci Baaa. Thins a like 

exotic wooda, an advanced bolt-on 

neck design and parametric eç. The 

reault is an impeccably eratted 

instrument thara extremely 

playable and unwsually 

venatile. A8 " our 
whote line ot 6- 5- and 4- string 

TRB basses. We wouldn't have it any 

other way. Needle to aay, neither 

would John. Call 1-800-879-1131, 

extension 620 to tind out more. 

0199.4 Yamaha Corporation of America, Guitar 
Products, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, Ca 90622-6600 

Before his name went 
  o 

on it, his heart, 

and most of 

the skin on his fingertips went 

into it. 


